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abstract

paragraphs [0003] , [0018] - [0020] - [0055] - [0068]
abstract

paragraphs [0017] - [0020] - [0025] - [0056]
abstract

paragraphs [0178] - [0197]
abstract

paragraphs [0015] , [0022]
abstract
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicant(s): XiangzhenXie etal
Title: Trusted Service Management Process
Serial No.: 14/728, 349
Filing Date: 06/02/2015
Confirmation: 5346

Examiner: HAYLES, ASHFORD S$
Group Art Unit: 3687
Docket No.: RFID-085C1

January 13, 2018
Mail Stop: No-Fee Amendment
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Responseto First OA

DearSir:

In responseto Office Action dated 10/13/2017, the Applicant respectfully

requests the Examinerto enter the following amendments before reconsidering the

above-referenced application:

AMENDMENTSTO THE SPECIFICATION begin on page 2 ofthis

Response.

AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMSarereflected in the listing of claims which

begins on page 3 of this Response.

REMARKS/ARGUMENTSbegin on page 9 of this Response.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE SPECIFICATION

1. Please amend Paragraph [0007] as follows:

[0007] Accordingto still another aspect of the present invention, a consumer

uses his/her mobile device, per the data received therein, to settle the payment

process with a payment network, where the payment network may be an existing

paymentinfrastructure (e.g., money transfer or credit card/debit). A payment

response is sent to the merchant once a paymentis delivered to a &s 

desicnated account by the merchant. 

2. Please amend Paragraph [0009] as follows:

[0009] Accordingto still another aspect of the present invention, the mobile

device used by the consumeris a nearfield communication (NFC) device and being

part of a mobile payment ecosystem in which various parties 8ss-work with each

otherin order for the mobile payment ecosystem successful. Via a server(e.g.,

implemented as a manager) configured to provide whatis referred to herein as

Trusted Service Management (TSM), the secure element in the mobile device can

be remotely personalized and various applications or modules can be downloaded,

updated, managed or replaced after they are respectively provisioned via the

Trusted Service Manager(i.e., the TSM server). One of the modules being installed

in the POS machine or an NFC device used by the merchantis referred to as Smart

Bill Payment. The module is configured to facilitate the communication between the

merchant(its device) and the user (his/ner mobile device) and the data exchange

therebetween, where the mobile device being used by the useris installed with a

corresponding application related to Smart Bill Payment.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE CLAIMS

Please amend Claims 1, 3-8, 10-12, 14-16, and 18-20 as follows:

1. (Currently amended) A method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

 causing a mobile device to receive cata wirelessly as

point of sale (POS) device, ihe data inchiding an alectranic invoice and
 

settiorient information with a merchant associated with thea POS device:

displaying the electronic invoice or a disclayof the mobile device to show an

aount to be paid by & user of ihe mriokuie device, wherein the mobile deviceis

 

 

 FAY&a “as x-configured to execute an installed

application therein to communicate with the POS device;

receiving ar eniry by the mobile device. the entry incluelina an additional arnount   

from the user 

a total a 
electronic invoice: 

te-generatinigs a payment request in responseto the electronic invoice fier the

user has chosen 6 paying instrument, wherein ine payment request includes
 

the ioial ernourt and the settlement information:
  
 Yaasse-fordisplaying the electronic invoice on a-thedisplay s

@ihe_userto verify the payment request alana with the chosen paving

instrument:

 

 

 

   

sending the payment request ssfram: the mobile device io a payment

iaiewey, wherein the payment qateway sends @ message to the POS device that 

@ monetary transaction oer the payment request has bean successfull  

leted with the POS device when an amount equivalent to the total amouris

deducted from an account associated with the user: and

 tTecetving @ confirmation in the mobile device that athe monetary

transaction per the payment request has been successfully completed with the

POSdevice.

kad
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(Original) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the POS device includes a

contactless card loaded with the electronic invoice, and said causing a mobile

device to receive an electronic invoice from a point of sale (POS) device

comprises reading the contactless card to obtain the electronic invoice by the

mobile device.

(Currently amended) The method as recited in claim 2, wherein the POS device

includes a secure element that provides security and confidentiality required to

support secure data communication between the POS device and jhe mebile

 

(Currently amended) The method as recited in claim 1, wherein said displaying

the electronic invoice on a display s of the mobile device comprises:

 s-ailowing the user to verify astheamountin the electronic invoice and

make a changeto the amount when needed;

paying the tote!amount with s-ihechosenpaying instrument, wherein the

chosen payinginstrument is selected from a group consisting of an electronic

wallet already created in the mobile device, a traditional credit or debit card,

and an electronic transfer.

 
 
   

 

mee
Sy Boe bh SESS

 

ss-causing the mobile device to execute an

installed module upon detecting the POS device a sin a nearfield 
 

 

of the mobile device, wherein the installed module exasuted ;

aio receive the data s

 

(Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 5, wherein the data further

includes security information ss about the merchant associated 
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with the POS device, the security information includes an account and bank

information of the registered merchanisesr, an identifier of the secure elementin

the contactless card or the POS device.

 7. (Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 6, wherein said asassss:

sencing the payment request framthe mobile device ic a payment gateway

comprises:

transporting the payment request over a secured channel to a-ihepayment

gateway, wherein the payment gateway is configured to perform the

monetary transaction per the payment request by deducting an amount from

an account owned by the user and generates an eieciranis notification iss

sant for sending tots st-the POS device. 

8. (Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 7, wherein said displaying

 the electronic invoice on s-the display scsess-of the mobile device comprises:
 
 asmodiy the total amountin the electronic 

 
eauengallowing the user to ve

INVOICE As st-when needed;

paying the ictalamount with an electronic payment provided by an installed

module in the mobile device, wherein the installed module in the mobile

device is configured to generate 2-ihepayment request including the data

pertaining to the electronic invoice to ethepayment gateway for processing.

9. (Original The methodasrecited in claim 8, wherein data exchange betweenthe

mobile device and the payment gateway is conducted in a secured channel

established in accordance with the security information in the data pertaining to

the electronic invoice.

10. (Currently amended) The method asrecited in claim 9, wherein the mobile

device includes a secure element Sat-providingss security and confidentiality

required to support secure data communication between the mobile device and

the payment gateway.
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11.(Currently amended) The method as recited in claim 9, wherein said notifying the

user in the mobile device that ater monetary transaction per the payment

request has been successfully completed with the POS device comprising:

sending a notification of successful payment to the merchants ssf

the POS device.

 

12. (Currently amended) A method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

generating an electronic invoice in a point of sale (POS) device;

transporting the electronic invoice to a mobile device by causing the mobile

device to read off data pertaining to the electronic invoice from the POSdevice,

wherein the data further incluces settlement information with s merchant 

 associsied with the POS device. tne mobile device :s

 SAS seeciic-executes an installed application 

therein to communicate with the POS device to generate a payment requestin

responseto the electronic invoice, ihe cayment request being sent io a  

nevirient galewey includes ¢ tolal arnount combirune ar: additional armaunt
 

acdced by a user of tha mobile device and an amount expressed in the  

alectronic invoice: and

 receiving a message inthe POS device : s-from aihepayment gateway

that the electronic invoice has been settled burt for the lotel arniount riore than

 
the amount expressed in ihe electronic inveice, wherein the payment galeway

is configured io send the messaqce directly to the POS device when an amount 

  

  

eauivalent ic ihe total amountis deducted fram an account associated with the

e user of the mobile devices-.« 
 

13. (Original) The method as recited in claim 12, wherein the POS device includes a

contactless card loaded with the electronic invoice, and the mobile device reads

off a contactless card in a nearfield of the mobile device to obtain the data

pertaining to the electronic invoice from the POS device.
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14. (Currently amended) The methodas recited in claim 13, wherein the POS device

 includes a secure element Ssa*-providingassecurity and confidentiality required

to support secure data communication between the POS device and the mobiis

 devices

15. (Currently amended) The methodasrecited in claim 14, wherein the data

wie merchant associated with includes security information of &

the POS device, the security information includes an account and bank

, an identifier of the secure elementin the information-

contactless card or the POSdevice.

16. (Currently anended) The method asrecited in claim 15, wherein the message
 

sshows how 
 

reserved in the POS device s
$:

much has been recerved from the user of the mobile devices

 

17. (Original) Tne method as recited in claim 12, wherein data exchange between

the mobile device and the payment gateway is conducted in a secured channel

established in accordance with the security information in the data pertaining to

the electronic invoice.

18. (Currently amended) A system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate an electronic invoice upon

receiving an entry, wherein data inclucing the electronic invoice is seni io 4

mobile device when the POS device is oresented near the mobile device, the

mobile device is execuling a module contoured to read ihe data and cispiey an
 
amount exoressed in the electronic irveoice: and wheren 
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the POS device receives an electronic notification from a payment gateway that

the electronic invoice has beensettled for a ictal ariount including an additional

ammount end the arnount expressed in the electronic invoice, the additional! 

amountisaddedbyiheused, after sineuser of the mobile devicesverifies the 

electronic invoice displayed on the mobile device and authorizes a payment to

the electronic invoice, the mobile device is configured to genarsie a payment

 
 requesiva

19. (Currently amended) The system as recited in claim 18, wherein-#

 
 deyice includes an account and bank information of the ss

of the POS device 

 

20. (Currently amended) The system asrecited in claim 19, wherein the payment

Hleway acts io deduct an amount sauivaeient to the total ariount fram an 

account associated with the user of ihe mobile devices and generates the

 electroruc notification for the POS devices
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REMARKS

Claims 1 - 20 were submitted for examination. In the Office Action dated

10/13/2017, Claim(s) 1and12 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being

anticipated by Mullen et al. (US 2012/029472, hereinafter "Mullen"), Claims 2, 4, 5,

7-9, 11-13, 16-18 are rejected underpre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Mullen in view of Dryeret al. (US 2012/0290376, hereinafter

"Dryer"), and Claims 3, 6, 10, 14, 15 and 19-20 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C.

103(a) as being unpatentable over Mullen in view of Dryerfurther in view of Florek et

al. (US 2011/0112968).

The Applicant appreciates the Examinerfor providing detailed commentsin

the Office Action. In the foregoing amendments, Claims 1, 3-8, 10-12, 14-16, and

18-20 have been amended. No new matters have been introduced. Reconsideration

of pending claimsis respectfully requested.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

On Page 3, Section 4, of this Office Action, Claim(s) 1 and 12 are rejected

under pre-AlIA 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Mullen. The Applicant

respectfully traverses the rejections of Claims 1 and 12 under 35 USC 102,

assuming the foregoing amendments have been entered. A cited prior art reference

anticipates a claimed invention under 35 USC 102 only if every element of the

claimed invention is identically shownin the single reference, arranged as they are

in the claim. MPEP 2131; in re Bond, 910 F.2d 831, 832, 15 USPQ2d 1566, 1567

(Fed. Cir. 1990). Each and every limitation of the claimed invention is significant and

must be foundin the single cited prior reference. In re Donohue, 766 F2.d 531, 534,

266 USPQ 619, 621 (Feb. Cir. 1985). As set forth more fully below, Mullen neither

discloses nor suggests each and every element of the claimed invention.

As amended, Claim 1 nowrecites:
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causing a mobile device to receive data wirelessly from a point of sale (POS)
device, the data including an electronic invoice and settlement information with
a merchant associated with the POS device;

displaying the electronic invoice on a display of the mobile device to show an
amountto be paid by a user of the mobile device, wherein the mobile device is
configured to execute an installed application therein to communicate with the
POS device;

receiving an entry by the mobile device, the entry including an additional amount
from the user;

calculating a total amount by adding the additional amount to the amountin the
electronic invoice:

generating a payment request in responseto the electronic invoice after the user
has chosen a paying instrument, wherein the payment request includes the
total amount and the settlement information;

displaying the electronic invoice on the display for the userto verify the payment
request along with the chosen paying instrument;

sending the payment request_from the mobile device to a payment gateway,
wherein the payment gateway sends a message to the POS device that a
monetary transaction per the payment request has been successfully
completed with the POS device when an amount equivalent to the total amount
is deducted from an account associated with the user; and

receiving a confirmation in the mobile device that the monetary transaction per
the payment request has been successfully completed with the POS device.

(emphasis added)

As shownin FIG. 1A of the instant application, one of the key featuresis,

instead of talking back to the POS device 106 (or 108) after the POS device sends

an invoice to the mobile device 110, the mobile device sends a payment request to

the payment network 104 that is authorized to process the payment request

(assuming there is a valid account associated with the user of the POS device 106

(or 108) after the POS device sendsan invoice to the mobile). Again instead of

receiving a payment response from the mobile device, the POS device receives a

confirmation from the payment network that the payment has been made to the

payment request originated by the mobile device. In summary, the mobile device

110 (a.k.a., a customer's device) does NOT talk back to the POS device 106 upon

receiving the invoice. To view all entities graphically in one perspective, they

communicate in circular one-way fashion as shown in FIG. 1A. Further, the mobile

device allows the user to modify the charge expressed in the invoice by including an

10
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additional amount (e.g., a tip). As a result, a merchant with the POS device receives

more than what is charged in the invoice.

In contrast, Mullen teaches a mobile device used as a point-of-sale terminal

and a payment card as paying instrument to communicate payment information with

the mobile device. An application in the mobile device is remotely activated to allow

the mobile device to accept payment information directly from the payment card. In

view of the instant application, the mobile device in Mullen may be viewed as the

POS device 106 while the payment card is the mobile device 110. However, the

mobile device in Mullen does not send an electronic invoice to the payment card but

only accepts information about the payment card. Mullen is also silent about the

payment card "generating a payment request" for the payment gateway, as there is

no needto do so in Mullen. As shownin FIG. 2, Mullen explicitly states "Mobile

device 202 may, for example, complete a purchase transaction byfirst obtaining

required paymentinformation from contactless device 204 and then communicating

such payment information to network entities (e.g., payment server 216 and/or

issuer 220)". In other words, it is the mobile device 202 (corresponding to the POS

device 106 in the instant application) that communicates with the payment network,

teaching away from "sending the payment request from the mobile device to a

payment gateway, wherein the payment gateway sends a message to the POS

device ..." (note the mobile device in Mullen means the POS device). Further, Mullen

does not allow a buyer to modify the charge displayed on the mobile device (the

POS device 106) by adding an additional amount. Accordingly, the Applicant

submits Claim 1 as amendedshall be allowable over Mullen. Reconsideration of

Claims 1-11 is kindly requested.

Claim 12 has been amendedsimilarly to Claim 1. Without repeating the same,

the Applicant wishes to rely upon the above arguments/reasons supporting Claim 1

to support Claim 12 and submits Mullen neither teaches nor suggests "the payment

request being sent to a gateway..." and " receiving a message in fhe POS device

from the payment gatewaythat the electronic invoice has been settled but for the

total amount more than the amount expressed fn the electronic invoice’. Accordingly,

ll
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the Applicant submits Claim 12 as amended shall be allowable over Mullen.

Reconsideration of Claims 12-17 is kindly requested.

Claim 18 has been also amendedsimilarly to Claim 1. Without repeating the

same, the Applicant wishes to rely upon the above arguments/reasons supporting

Claim 1 to support Claim 18 and submits Mullen neither teaches nor suggests "the

POSdevice receives an electronic notification from a payment gateway that the

electronic invoice has been settled for a total amount including an additional amount

and the amount expressed in the electronic invoice, the additional amountis added

by the used". Accordingly, the Applicant submits Claim 18 as amended shall be also

allowable over Mullen. Reconsideration of Claims 18-20 is kindly requested.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

Claims 2, 4, 5, 7-9, 11-13, 16-18 are rejected underpre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a)

as being unpatentable over Mullen in view of Dryer and Claims 3, 6, 10, 14, 15 and

19-20 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Mullen in view of Dryerfurtherin view of Florek.

Dryer states "A nearfield communication connection is established between a

mobile communication device of a consumerthat serves as a mobile wallet and an

electronic payment device of a merchant. Authorization data is shared between the

mobile communication device and the electronic payment device without providing

electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data to the merchant" (see Abstract).

Dryerexplicitly restricts the communication between two devices, vastly departing

from Claim 1 as amendedin the instant application. The Applicant submits the

modification of Mullen with Dryer would not cure the deficiency in Mullen as

expressed above. Accordingly, Claims 2, 4, 5, 7-9, 11-13, 16-18 as amended shall

be allowable over Mullen and Dryer. Reconsideration of Claims 2, 4, 5, 7-9, 11-13,

16-18 in view of Claim 1 as amendedis kindly requested.

Florek showsin FIG. 2 and FIG. 5 that a mobile device is used to conduct a

payment with a merchant, where the mobile devicesinstalls a payment instrument

(e.g., ina removable memory card). However, Florek is also silent about "generating

12
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a payment request" for a payment gateway for settlement and sending a messageto

the POS device. The Applicant submits the modification of Mullen and Dryer with

Florek would not cure the deficiency in Mullen as expressed above. Accordingly,

Claims 2, 4, 5, 7-9, 11-13, 16-18 as amendedshall be allowable over Mullen and

Dryer. Reconsideration of Claims 3, 6, 10, 14, 15 and 19-20 in view of Claim 1 as

amendedis kindly requested.

The patentability of the independent claims has been argued specifically as

set forth above and thus Applicant will not take this opportunity to argue further the

merits of the rejection with regard to each dependent claim. However, Applicant

does not concede that the dependentclaims are not independently patentable and

reservesthe right to argue the patentability of the dependent claimsat a later date if

necessary.

In view of the above amendments and remark, the Applicant believes that

Claims 1-20 shall be in condition for allowance overthe cited references. Early and

favorable action is being respectfully solicited.

If there are any issues remaining which the Examiner believes could be

resolved through either a Supplementary Response or an Examiner's Amendment,

the Examineris respectfully requested to contact the undersigned at (408)777-8873.

| hereby certify that this correspondenceis

being deposited with the United States Postal Respectfully submitted:
Service asfirst class mail in an envelope
addressed to "Commissionerof Patents and

Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231",
January 16, 2018. e-filed. / joe zheng /

Joe Zheng
Name:__Joe Zheng Reg.: No. 39,450

Signature: / joe zheng /
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w33 oxSapfT=proximity near mobile near payment

 
 

$34 [1403 (mobile near (transaction or payment)) ||US-PGPUB;
and (smartcard) USPAT;

oO53) 2
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|__| | |[}BM_TDB | | |
$35 1/29 (mobile near (transaction or payment)) |/US-PGPUB;|JOR

with (smartcard)

$36 (smartcard-smartcard) near OR
(transaction or payment)

$37 (mobile near phone) with OR
(smartcard)near (transaction or
payment)

$38 (mobile near phone) near (transaction OR N
or payment) and (smartcard)near
(transaction or payment)

$39 (mobile near phone) near (transaction
or payment) and (smartcard}near
(POS)

o oOro)(mobile near phone) and
(smartcard)near (POS)

oOa(person-person)or (peer-peer) and
(smartcard near (transaction or
payment))

oO53)(smartcard or chipcard) and (POS near
emulat$4)

_||]j|||7]7
$43 (nfc) and (POS near emulat$4) oOFo)

eee_||||||jy|
=
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|

4
i

S44 proximity near smartcard near ; OR
payment

"20130124351" 703) ad

B 70F) ad(portable or mobile or slim or wireless)
near (POS or "transaction terminal")
and (nfc or emv or smartcard} near
(reader)

 

(portable or mobile or slim or wireless)
near (nfc or emv or smartcard) near
(POS or "transaction terminal" or
reader}

123 (portable or mobile or slim or wireless)
near (nfc or emv or smartcard or
contactless) near (POS or "transaction
terminal" or reader)

oOaEEE(portable or mobile or slim or wireless)
near (rfid) near (POS or "transaction
terminal")

fFso~~lDn
Toe (rfid) near (POS or "transaction

terminal")

53)

yna re 7053)(portable or mobile or slim or wireless)
near (nfc or emv or smartcard or
contactless) and (mobile or wireless or
cellular) near (payment or transaction)

104 (portable or mobile or slim or wireless) ||US-PGPUB;||O
near (nfc or emv or smartcard or USPAT;
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52 3)

||||||fT  
= ON 2014/04/29

09:21
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Sticky Note
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contactless) near (device or terminal) ||USOCR;
and (mobile or wireless or cellular) near ||FPRS;
(payment or transaction) ; ;

$53 {il (portable or mobile or slim or wireless) JOR ON
near (nfc or emv or smartcard or USPAT;
contactless) near (device or terminal) ||USOCR;
and (digital or electronic) near (bill or —||FPRS;
invoice or check) ; ;

S54 (portable or mobile or wireless) near ; OR
(contactless) near (transaction or ;
payment) near (device or terminal} ;

$55 S51 and (person-person or peer-peer) JOR
near (transaction or payment) ;

S56 (peérson-person or peer-peer) near ; |]OR
(transaction or payment) ;

S57 {10 ( "peer to peer") near (transaction or JOR ON
payment) ;

$58 1/1128 (peer) near (transaction or payment) ;Pf
$59 1/133 S58 and (nfc or emv or smartcard or JOR

contactless) near (device or terminal) ;

S60 |/10 S59 and (send$4 or transmit$4) near HOR ON
(bill or invoice)

   
 

|
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$61 ||550

S62 |/1 S61 and (send$4 or transmit$4) near
(bill or invoice)

Pt fr2otsyozai0s2").URPN.URPN.S64 eeor cellular near phone) and
(smartcard)near (payment or
transaction)

( (mobile or cellular) near phone) and
(smartcard)near (paymentor
transaction)

 

oOFo)(portable or mobile or slim or wireless) ||US-PGPUB; = NI Oo 7s—oi— No Oo

 

 
 
 
  

 

 

scanner)

oO3)

53)

OoFo)

 

S65 and (send$4 or transmit$4) near
(bill or invoice)

S65 and emulat$4

S68 [11776 (electronic near (transaction or
payment) near card)

S69 ||397 S68 and (nfc or emv or smartcard or
contactless)

EASTSearchHistory.14728349AccessibleVersion.htm[10/10/2017 6:53:54 PM]

oO53)

oOro)

 oOa 2

 
 S69 and (send$4 or transmit$4) near
(bill or invoice)

ox

fete
=  

 ||TTT 
 

EPPSL
Sticky Note
None set by EPPSL
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Sticky Note
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|
S71 "20130024383" x =

"20130132219" Oo53)a
$73 ||258 TSM with (transaction or payment) OR

$74 |/161 $73 and (nfc or emv or smartcard or
chipcard)

S75 |and SAM R
$76 |/147 $74 and "secure element” R

"77 "20130218766" oO3)

ox(TSM or"trusted service") and
(transaction or payment) near sett$4

  
oO53)

7FY7FY77Fy74
[s)

 
w~o re

13/245498 US-PGPUB;
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USPAT; 13:59
USOCR;
FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

S80 |/531 provision$4 near (POS or merchant or ; JOR
vendor) ;

S81 S80 and (TSM or "trusted service") and JOR
(transaction or payment) ;

$82 1/2 12/563444 ; OR ON

$83 ||27 (TSM or"trusted service") and ; OR
(transaction or payment) near settl$4 ;

$84 (TSM or "trusted service") and ; OR
(purchase) nearsettl$4 ;

ss5 ||88 (TSM or "trusted service") and (verif$4 JOR
or confirm$4) near (purchase or ;
transaction) ;

S86 {134 S85 and "secure element" JOR ON

$87 ||393 (TSM or "trusted service") and US-PGPUB; /IOR ON
(purchase or transaction) near USPAT;
(process$4 or settl$4) USOCR;

FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
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15:05

  
|__| | |[}BM_TDB | | |
S88 |/152 S87 and (smartcard or chipcard or nfc} |/US-PGPUB;|JOR

S89 |/131 S88 and (secure near element) JOR

$90 S89 and (electronic near (purse or JOR
wallet)) ;

S91 1/19 S89 and (SAM) |OR ON

$92 {12230 (electronic near (purse or wallet)) and JOR
(paymentor transaction) near (settl$4 ;
or process$4) ;

593 -$92 and (TSM) lor
S94 (mobile near nfc near (payment or ; OR

transaction)) ;

$95 [1415 (smartcard or chipcard ) and (mobile JOR 2014/05/11
near (paymentor transaction)) ; 15:04

$96 4 S95 and (secure near element) ; ' ' en_
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EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

53 $96 and (provisioning or personal$4) JOR
{__ - :

2014/05/11
15:24

 

 $98 $96 and(provisioning or personaliz$3) JOR N 2014/05/11
15:24

$99 (smartcard or chipcard ) and (nfc near ; OR N 2014/05/13
(payment or transaction)) 15:16

nN S99 and (payment near process$4) 2014/05/13
15:16

248 (nfe with (invoic$4 or bill$4)) 2014/05/13
22:13

oOaEEE$101 and (mobile near (transaction or
payment))

2014/05/13
22:14

53)(nfc with mobile near (invoic$4 or
bill$4))

2014/05/13
22:49

7053)(secure near element) and (mobile near
(billing or invoic$4})

2014/05/13
22:52

 
105 uo

|||
3)

||]|7|]|fTTT  eeeeense oOoOoOoOooayLFS)NoeoS oo

49 (secure near element) and ((billing or ||US-PGPUB;||O
invoic$4)) USPAT;
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   $106 |/83 oOFo)$105 and (mobile near (paymentor
transaction))

=

 

2014/05/13
22:53

 

oO3)(smartcard or chipcard ) and ((storing
or saving) near (bill or invoice))

Oo53)(nfc near (transaction or payment)) and
({storing or saving) near (bill or
invoice))

||
175 (nfc near (transaction or payment)) and

( (bill or invoice))

  

 oO3)(secure adj element) and ((storing or
saving) near(bill or invoice))_

eS So sl (secure adj element) and ((transmit$4
or receiv$4) near (bill or invoice))

ox

oO53)$111 and (nfc near (transaction or
payment)) and ( (bill or invoice})

ee
|]

oO2oO3)$111 and (nfc near (transaction or
payment))

 BpBBeBpBBBB BeBebeQoOQowNoowoco~   
 

|
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106 oOFo)(nfc near (transaction or payment)) and||US-PGPUB;
( (bill or invoice) near (payment or
transaction))

= NI Oo 7s—o vi— ary ay

  

 

 
  
 

$114 and TSM oO3)

Oo53)(smartcard or chipcard or emv) and (
(bill or invoice) near (payment or
transaction))

$116 and TSM oO53)_||
246 $116 and trusted

~l oOx$116 and trusted near service

oO53)(smartcard or chipcard or emv) with (
(bill or invoice) near (paymentor
transaction))

 oO3) ad"security authentication module" and
(electronic or virtual) near (purse or
wallet)

 
 

 
 

  

 
°o oO3)

aa|7ff
="security authentication module" and

(mobile near (purchase or payment or
transaction))

 

  WYYnynwynnynwnonnn BeBBBBeBeBeBBeBe NoNoNoBBbebbBebe Noowoa~awi+4
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|
$123 (personal$4) near (secure adj element) ||US-PGPUB;

 
  
  

  

ee $123 and(identif$4 near issuer)

"20120290376"

(Cidentif$4 or match$4 or locat$4) near
issuer) same ({(match$4 or compar$4)
near (device or element) near (ID or
identif$4})

DERWENT;
IBM_TDB:

OR

x

Fo)

Fo) =

 
2014/10/03
14:16

 

(Cidentif$4 or match$4 or locat$4) near
issuer) same ((match$4 or compar$4)
near (secure adj element) near (ID or
identif$4})

(Cidentif$4 or match$4 or locat$4) near
issuer} same ((secure adj element) near
(ID or identif$4))

(mobile-mobile) near (payment or
transaction)

 wwo (mobile adj mobile) near (payment or
transaction) 

53)

ro)

oOa =

2014/10/03
14:17

2014/10/03
14:18

2014/10/03
14:40 
2014/10/03
14:40

 

EASTSearchHistory. 1472834!

 

wiwnnnwnnnWi eSeeeBeneeeBe bywwNoNoNoNoNoNo olowocowdawmih
$130 and (secure adj element)  ox

 
 

9AccessibleVersion.htm[10/10/2017 6:58:54 PM]

 aTTtTtTTTT
=
 

2014/10/03
14:41

EPPSL
Sticky Note
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 (smartcard or chipcard ) and (fund adj
transfer$4)

ox

sn—
=

 

Oo53)$132 and (personal$4 near (secure adj
element))

$134 oOFo)$132 and (personal$6near (secure adj
element))

$132 and (personal$6 near (secure adj
element))

Re

eawoe “slee
Oo No

Oo53)(Fund adj transfer) and (personal$6
near (secure adj element))

 Ee ud ~l ("20010011250" | "20010021927"|
"20010027441" | "20010039657" |
"20020004783" | "20020042776" |
"20020068554" | "20020194138" |
"20030023954" | "20030074579" |
"20030140176" | "20040029569" |
"20040030601" | "20040123152" |
"20040128259" | "20040140351" |
"20050001711" | "20050071418" |
"20050091659" | "20050102679" |
"20050149926" | "20050184163" |
"20050184164" | "20050184165" |
"20050188360" | "20050193218" |
"20050222961" | "20060036570" |
"20060041507" | "20060126831" |
"20060165060" | "20060219774" |
"20070067325" | "20070090195" |
"20070135164" | "20070169043" |
"20070226786" | "20080056501" |
"20080073426" | "20080130902" |

oOro) 2

 BeBensee loboWwboLe] ~awmLES)No   
"20080162834" | "20080167988"|
"20080208681" | "20080208762"|
"20080270253" | "20090158028"|
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"20100012732" | "20100042824"|
"20100050271" | "20100058463"|
"20100063893" | "20100088237"|
"20100114731" | "20100131413"|
"20100138518" | "20100203870"|
"20100205432" | "20100207742"|
"20100211507" | "20100250956"|
"20100291896" | "20100291904"|
"20100306076" | "20100306107"|
"20100306531" | "20100323681"|
"20100330958" | "20110016275"|
"20110029671" | "20110072425"|
"20110078081" | "20110087610"|
"20110113473" | "20110131421"|
"20120009873" | "20120129452"|
"4851653" | "5221838" | "5991399"
"6005942" | "6092201" | "6101477"
"6141752" | "6151657" | "6230267"
"6233683" | "6402028" | "6434238"
"6484174" | "6601761" | "6609113"
"6633984" | "6647260"|
"6792536").PN. OR ("6823520"|
"6907608" | "6922835" | "6963270"
"7093122" | "7140549" | "7152782"
"7159180" | "7165727" | "7191288"
"7206769" | "7232073" | "7243853"
"7275685" | "7346170" | "7349885"
"7353396" | "7360691" | "7374099"
"7382762" | "7395535" | "7469151"
"7478389" | "7502946" | "7607175"
"7631346" | "7631810" | "7708198"
"7712658" | "7739731" | "7860486"
"7967215" | "8120460" | "8126806"

 
"8150767" | "8171137").PN. OR

"20090239512" | "20090261172"|
"20090307142" | "20090312011"|

("8429409").URPN.
 

 contactless near (Fund adj transfer)
and ((secure adj element))
 

 
 

  
 

 

and ((secure adj element))

1 (Fund adj transfer$4) and (personal$6
near (secure adj element))

 $132 and (updat$4 or modify$4 or
edit$4 or chang$4) near(bill or
invoice)

  contactless near (Fund adj transfer$4) ;nsnesBee&+tuyi eOowoo
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DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

(contactless near (transaction or JOR
payment)) and (updat$4 or modify$4 or
edit$4 or chang$4) near(bill or
invoice)

- .

x(contactless near (transaction or
payment)) and (fund$1 near
transfer$4}

$144 Fo)mobile adj (contactless near
(transaction or payment)) and (fund$1
near transfer$4)  $145 Fo) ad(contactless) near(bill or invoice)

 

$146 (contactless near (transaction or
payment)) and (virtual near (bill or
invoice))

$147 53)(contactless near (transaction or
payment)) and (digital near (bill or
invoice))

ro)(EMV near (transaction or payment))
and (digital near (bill or invoice))

 
 

 
 

oOa

aTTtTtTTTT
=(EMV near (transaction or payment))

and ((digital or electronic or mobile or
wireless)near(bill or invoice))

 
 

 ox z(EMV near (transaction or payment))
and ((bill or invoice))  

  _|||Jj||ff
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x$151 |/56 ((EMV or chipcard or smartcard) near
(transaction or payment)) and ((digital
or electronic or mobile or wireless)near
(bill or invoice))

=

 

Oo53)$152 |164 ({contactless) near (transaction or
payment)) and ((digital or electronic or
mobile or wireless) near (bill or
invoice))

$153 |/62 ({contactless) near (transaction or
payment}) and ((digital or electronic or
paperless) near (bill or invoice))

$154 ||6410 ((digital or electronic or paperless) near
(bill or invoice))

S155 -"20130151400"
$156 ({mobile or wireless or cellular) adj

(contactless) near (purchase or
transaction or payment)) and ((digital
or electronic or mobile or wireless) near
(bill or invoice))

$157 ||73 (({mobile or wireless or cellular) adj
(contactless) near (purchase or
transaction or payment))

$158 $157 and ((digital or electronic or
mobile or wireless) near (bill or
invoice))

$159 l[o \[s157 and ((digital or electronic or US-PGPUB;||O!

oSeSSeSee
ox

   
53) ON [2014/10/09
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17:05paperless) near (bill or invoice)) USPAT;
USOCR;
FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

$181 1/215 ox oSe mq(contactless or NFC or wireless or
proximity) adj (billing or invoic$4)

$181 and (POS) oOFo) oO9 mn__||
 

2 (contactless or NFC or wireless or OR OFF
proximity) adj (payment or transaction
or purchase) and (electronic adj
(invoic$4 orbilling))

886 (contactless or NFC or wireless or OFF
proximity) adj (POS)

oO53)$184 and (electronic or digital) near
(bill$4 or inveic$4)

ud No

648 POS adj card

$186 and (electronic or digital) near
(bill$4 or invoic$4)

ox z

 
oO53)

aeeee=

 
cashless adj POS US-PGPUB;

Nnwi”nNnwwnneensens @es)@ocoeoOaoa~~a7aaswi)
__||
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||IBM_TDB 

Tynear POS
Tycashless same POS
|$190 and (electronic or digital) near(bill$4 or invoic$4)

|(SIM) same (POS)
Ty(SIM adj card) same (POS)
|(SIM adj card) near (POS)
$195 |/11 ("20010056398" | "20020097715"|

"20020120537" | "20030060246"|
"20070295803" | "20100030634"|
"20100161478" | "6598028"|
"7540408" | "7603312"|
"8281991").PN.

PF]pee-to-card) near payment
$197 ||48 POS and generat$4 near (electronic or

digital) near (bill$4 or invoic$4)

 
ox

Oo53)

R

x

ro)

a

oOro)

oOFo)

oOF)

 
$198 [936 [freee or m) adj POS US-PGPUB;
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USPAT;
USOCR;
FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

20:49

 

$198 and generat$4 near (electronic or
digital) near (bill$4 or invoic$4)ee oOFo)$198 and (electronic or digital) near
(bill$4 or inveic$4)

ox

= eS ay $198 and (contactless or NFC or
wireless or proximity) adj (payment or
transaction or purchase)

oOF) oOatT
FF

 

109 $198 and (SIM adj card}

114 $198 and ((nfc or contactless or chip)
adj card)

oO53)

$203 and (electronic or digital) near
(bill$4 or inveic$4)

$205 |/234 ox zmerchant adj wallet

 
5206 oO53) 2

 
51 merchant adj (mobile adj wallet) US-PGPUB;

WWwWwWYwnNNNNNaooOOoaSowoaisWwNoowo
_||   
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||IBM_TDB
({mobile or m) adj POS) and
((contactless or smart or chip) adj
card)

ox

Oo53)({mobile or m) adj POS) same
({contactless or smart or chip) adj
card)

((paymentor transaction) adj terminal)
same((contactless or smart or chip) adj
card) 

 
 $210 oxS209 and generat$4 near(electronic or
digital) near (bill$4 or invoic$4)

=

oO3)

 

$211 $209 and (electronic or digital) near
(bill$4 or inveic$4)

$212 ee"W)WwWnWwNNNNN BeBBoOoa] uwhbwoa~ woN°eN ewiNoaNo
uw

oOro)a((peer-to-peer) adj (payment or OFF
transaction)) and (contactless or NFC or
wireless or proximity) adj (card)

$213 $212 and (electronic or digital) near
(bill$4 or invoic$4)

oOa

({peer-to-peer) adj (POS}) and OR OFF
(contactless or NFC or wireless or
proximity) adj (card)

((peer-to-peer) adj (POS)) OR OFF
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EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB|

("20070233554" | "20100227553"|
"20120092137" | "8229354").PN.

-:
7053) OFF 2017/09/18

21:23

(POS near emulat$4) and (contactless
or NFC or wireless or proximity) adj
(card)

053) oOa mq 
$218 (POS near application) and (contactless ||US-PGPUB;||O

or NFC or wireless or proximity) adj USPAT;
(card) USOCR;

Fo) OFF

 

POS and SOC 703) OFF

POS and (system near chip)

$221 oOFo)aPOS and (system-on-chip) OFF

$222 NI 70ro)POS same (system-on-chip) OFF

 

“sl ; |)a({touch or tap) adj (payment or OFF
transaction)) and (contactless or NFC or
wireless or proximity) adj (card)

 
53) oO9m(contactless or NFC or wireless or US-PGPUB;||O!

proximity) adj (paymentor transaction) ||USPAT;

   
|

-
-

-

_
WWwWWYwwm NNoNoNoNoNo NvNoNvbbBebe4wwoSwo~oa
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||IBM_TDB
$225 |/174 $224 and (electronic or digital) adj

(bill$4 or invoic$4)

ox oTl mT

woae uw oyan

$224 and (e-bill) Oo53) oO TT TT

oO3)(contactless or NFC or wireless or OFF
proximity) adj (payment or transaction)   ox$228 and (electronic or digital) adj
(statement)

OFF

 

(contactless or NFC or wireless or
proximity) adj (POS)

ee

udus
wm _ oO

oOro)$230 and (electronic or digital) adj OFF
(bill$4 or invoic$4 or statement)

oOa(POS) and ((digital or electronic or e) OFF
adj (wallet or purse))

Na oo No oO53)

a
$232 and (electronic or digital) adj OFF
(bill$4 or invoic$4 or statement)

 
 
  
  
 

$233 and (contactless or NFC or
wireless or proximity) adj (payment or
transaction)

oOFo) oO TT TT

   "W)w"W)WwWwWnNNNNNNNNwwwwwwJNoNoNoaSudNoBeoOwoC~ aoasl
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EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

$235 |!25 (POS) near ((digital or electronic or e) “HOR OFF

|adj (wallet or purse)) ;
$236 ||189 (merchant) near ((digital or electronic

or e) adj (wallet or purse)

$237 |l4 "20070131780" US-PGPUB;
USPAT;
USOCR;
FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

$238)S238 [15[(2o07/orsi7earyuReN,15 |[(2oozvorsi7eo")URPN.URPN. USPAT
$239 ||/184

or proxmity or chip) near (paymentor
purchase or transaction) and

$240

or proxmity or chip) near (payment or
purchaseor transaction) same

invoic$4))

S241ij
$242if
$243 |/1 (mobile or portable) adj POS and

((contactless or nfc or proximity) adj
(adapter))
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~|

3) oO TT TT 
N

 
|

53)cdotate OFF 2017/09/19
16:43

OooOnxa |JF
aa

oOFo) oO TT TT

oOFo) oO TT TT
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$244 ||294 ("2004/0127256").URPN. USPAT OR OFF 2017/09/19
18:22

$245 |/0 (10/625823).APP. USPAT OR OFF 2017/09/19
USOCR 18:25

$246 ||95 POS near (purse or wallet) US-PGPUB;||OR ON
USPAT;
USOCR;
FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

$247 |/2 "20120290472" US-PGPUB;||OR OFF 2017/09/25
08:39

$248 1/1145 POS same (contactless or proximity or JOR OFF 2017/09/25
RFID) adj (payment or transaction) ; 11:05

$249 ||44 $248 and (fund adj transfer$4) ; OR OFF 2017/09/25
; 11:23

$250 |176 $248 and ((merchant or vendor) near JOR OFF
(purse or wallet)) :

$251 ||67 $248 and ((merchant or vendor) adj US-PGPUB; /IOR OFF 2017/09/25
(purse or wallet}) USPAT; 11:26

USOCR;
FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

$252 ||256 virtual adj POS ;]OR OFF 2017/09/25
; 12:06

$253 ||14 $252 and (contactless or proximity or —|/US-PGPUB; ||JOR OFF 2017/09/25
RFID) adj (payment or transaction) USPAT; 12:06

USOCR;
FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

I I II | II
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-7 $252 and (emv) adj (payment or US-PGPUB; /IOR OFF 2017/09/25transaction) : i 12:37

|emv adj POS Pe /OFF
|"201000274677" : :-OFF
|"20100274677" ’ :-OFF
-203 (contactless or proximity or RFID) adj ’ /OFF(invoic$4 or bill$4) : ;

|(NFC) adj (invoic$4 orbill$4) 5 /OFF
|$258 and POS : :-OFF
|(NFC) near (invoic$4 or bill$4) | :-OFF
a(smartcard) adj (inveic$4 orbill$4) Pe j7OFF

EPPSL
Sticky Note
None set by EPPSL
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Sticky Note
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| DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

$258 and(transaction or payment) adj JOR OFF
terminal

°[
$263

ox

Ty)Ptttf
({customer or client) adj side} and
({paymentor transaction) adj
process$4)

OFF

“dl Fo)$264 and (electronic near (purse or
wallet)) and NFC  (merchant-to-person)

 
Fo) TFad

(person-to-merchant) and (contactless OFF
or proximity or RFID) adj (payment or
transaction)

(person-to-merchant) and (nfc) adj OR OFF
(paymentor transaction)

3 (person-to-merchant) and (nfc) R OFF

618 (contactless or proximity or RFID) adj ; OR OFF  

  
 

 
(payment or transaction) same (wallet
or purse)

  

$270 and (security adj element) 70x o7 mm No o ee sl~~o wo~e No vA

  WwwWYWWwWYWYWnNNoNNNoNNNo~lslaanHanaaLo]woco~amnt
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_
$272 ||243 70x oga$270 and (secure adj element)

 

7053) OFF$272 and (electronic or digital or e) adj
(invoic$4 or bill$4)

;|0Fo)$272 and (wireless or paperless or nfc ) OFF
adj (invoic$4 or bill$4)

(contactless or proximity or RFID or 0 OFF
nfc) adj (payment or transaction) and
(wireless or paperless or nfc ) adj
(invoic$4 or bill$4)—_||||||Ff Oo53) oO1 Tm(contactless or proximity or RFID or
nfc) adj (payment or transaction) near
request

(person-to-merchant) and ((smart or ;|0)
chip or RFID or IC) adj card)

ro) oO9 mn

NI 703)(person-to-merchant) and ((contactless OFF
or smart or chip or RFID or IC) adj
card)

0)x930 (person-to-person) and ((contactless or OFF
smart or chip or RFID or IC) adj card)

 WWwWYWWiWwWYWiNoNNNNoNNsl~J“sl“Islsl“Iwoao~awiasWwW
i

 
53)

eee 
43 $279 and POS US-PGPUB;||O
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USPAT;
USOCR;
FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

21:27

121 $280 and (transmit$4 or send$4) adj
(payment or transaction) near request

ox oSe mq

oOFo) oO9 mn(person-to-person) same ((contactless
or smart or chip or RFID or IC) adj
card)

MN oOF)$281 and (electronic near (purse or
wallet))

 

$281 and mobile adj (transaction or
payment)

oO53)business-to-consumer and mobile adj
(transaction or payment)

NI

BNeBuw
oO3) oOSe||1,4

$285 and ((contactless or smart or chip FF
or RFID or IC) adj card)

WwWWwWwWYWMNoNNNNNNoeoae«oOe~aam4wNoe
card-to-card and {nfc or contactless or
RFID or proximity or wireless) adj
(transaction or payment)

 
 

   
$288 card-to-card and (nfc or contactless or ||US-PGPUB; /IOR N

RFID or proximity or wireless) near USPAT;
(transaction or payment) USOCR;

FPRS;
EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
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||IBM_TDB
$289 ||203 (contactless or proximity or RFID or

nfc) adj (invoic$4 or bill$4)

ox oga

(card-to-card) adj (invoic$4 orbill$4) Oo53) oO Q mq

oO3)(card-to-card) same (invoic$4 or bill$4) OFF    
  
 

$289 and mobile adj (transaction or
payment) ||

148 (client-side) adj (transaction or
payment)

oOro)$293 and (mobile adj (payment or OFF
transaction))

oOa$293 and (nfc adj (payment or OFF
transaction))

oO53)

A
(client adj side} adj (transaction or OFF
payment)

 oOFo) oO9 mT$296 and (mobile adj (payment or
transaction))

  "YWwvWnYWYiwWn N)nNNNynNNNNwoyowooOwooOwowo~awn-udNoasOo nN Ee N
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EPO; JPO;
DERWENT;
IBM_TDB_ ~Lo

$296 and (nfc adj (payment or JOR OFF
transaction)) ;

 

 
 

    
$299 ||358 (closed-loop adj (payment or JOR OFF

transaction)) ;

$300 }/1 $299 and (nfc adj (payment or ; OR OFF
transaction)) ;

$301 $300 and (mobile adj (payment or JOR OFF
transaction)) ;

$302 -"20100114773" ;|for OFF
$303 ||459 (proximity or contactless or smartcard) ; OR OFF

adj POS ;

$304 |191 $303 and (mobile adj (payment or JOR OFF
transaction)) ;

$305 ||535 (mobile or virtual) adj (wallet or purse) JOR OFF
near (paymentor transaction) ;

$306 |/339 $305 and POS US-PGPUB;||OR OFF 2017/10/05
USPAT; 12:55
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adj (payment or transaction)

 
|$306 and (secure adj element) PC ;/OFF
cy$307 and (smart adj card) : :/OFF
|"20140187153" :-OFF
-271 (smartcard) and (electronic or digital) ’ :/OFFadj (bill or invoice) : i

|(smartcard) with (electronic or digital) 5 /OFFadj (bill or invoice) : ;

-182 _|[S310 and POS Pe /OFF
‘| $311 and POS Pe al
-1265 (electronic or digital) adj (bill or invoice) PA : OR OFF

 
_
 

|
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99209

$318

$319

$320

=Ee WwN ~lay N~
$321 |/376

376

  

  

 
 

  

 
 

(electronic or digital or virtual) adj (bill
or invoice) adj (paymentor
transaction)

$315 and nfc

$315 and (smartcard)

(electronic or virtual or digital) adj (bill
or invoice) adj (transaction or
payment)

$319 and (wireless or contactless or nfc
or proximity) adj (payment or
transaction)

(electronic or virtual or digital) adj
(check) and (nfc or wireless or
contactless or proximity) adj
(transaction or payment)

(electronic or virtual or digital) adj
(check) and ((nfc or wireless or
contactless or proximity) adj
(transaction or payment))

oOFo)

Oo3)

o53)

oO53)

oOx

oO53)

oO3)

OFF—|[2017/10/05
20:40

OFF

OFF

OFF

=

 
 

WwWwiWwWwW NoNoBBbbe WwNo~~awm
$322 and POS  oO3)
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DERWENT;
IBM_TDB

$324|and (smartcard) “JOR -
$325fj [OR -
$326 - -]IoR OFF
$327 ||4 (("20090170559") or -llor OFF

("20120191612")).PN.

$328| TOR OFF
$329| JOR OFF
$330 |]13595=||(electronic or digital or virtual) adj JOR OFF

(wallet or purse) ;

$331 ||1082 $330 and(nfc or contactless or ; OR OFF
proximity) adj (payment or transaction) ;

$332 [ r and POS . P" OFF
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 _

  
~

|tT
ox oga$332 and (electronic or digital or

virtual) adj (bill or invoic$4)

 

Oo53)(electronic or digital or virtual) adj (bill
or invoic$4) adj (payment) and (nfc or
contactless or proximity) adj (payment
or transaction)

$335 (nfc or contactless or proximity) adj (bill
or invoic$4) adj (payment)

139452 oOF)restaurant brands.as.

Oo53)

eee
restaurantbrands.as.

  WnwnWiwn iyQQWwWWw bowybowy ~an4Ww 
EAST Search History (Interference)

Search Query Default
Operator

jos USPAT ||OR
$160 and (electronic or digital) near SPAT
(invoice or check)

$161 and (smart or IC or RFID or EMV) SPAT
adj card

$163 |/0 ps6? and TSM SPAT
$164 |/16 Sse? and $161 and provision$4 USPAT |]OR
$165 |/16 ese? and provision$4 USPAT |]OR
$166 |/0 ss and TSM USPAT |}OR
$167 \|483 [705/14.23 [USPAT [oR N

 

1647

F
F oOovav]Aa Ssea|2/2222)2eloeloaioaioalgewiwiwvwiwiwiwwQalaQatMaWoua2yso QooOoOoQooOoorsuDGooooouDGooooo od—~,“aseod—~e“ase NoNohoNoNoNoidNo ooanaooana

neao

$161 oO

162

8

il
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| | | | | | [16:58
$168 |/10 $167 and (electronic or digital) near USPAT ||OR 2015/03/26

(invoice or check) 16:58

$169 |/0 $168 and TSM USPAT |/OR 2015/03/26
16:58

$170 |/3229 1705/41 USPAT ||OR ON 2015/03/26
16:58

$171 |/259 |1$170 and (electronic or digital) near USPAT ||OR ON 2015/03/26
(invoice or check) 16:59

$172 |/114 S171 and (smart or IC or RFID or EMV) USPAT ||OR 2015/03/26
adj card 16:59

$173 ||75 $172 and provision$4 USPAT |/OR 2015/03/26
16:59

$174 |/0 $173 and TSM USPAT ||OR ON 2015/03/26
16:59

$175 ||0 $173 and (trusted near service near USPAT ||OR ON 2015/03/26
manag$5) 17:00

S176||0 $171 and (trusted near service near USPAT ||OR 2015/03/26
manag$5) 17:00

$177 ||8994 |1705/39 USPAT |/OR 2015/03/26
17:00

$178 |!743  ||S177 and (electronic or digital) near USPAT ||OR ON 2015/03/26
(invoice or check) 17:00

$179 |/206 |1S178 and (smart or IC or RFID or EMV) USPAT ||OR ON 2015/03/26
adj card 17:00

$180 |/1 $179 and (trusted near service near USPAT ||OR 2015/03/26
manag$5) 17:00 

10/10/2017 6:58:50 PM
C:\Users\ahayles\Documents\EAST\Workspaces\ 14728349_CONTACTLESSpos.wsp
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR, ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/728,349 06/02/2015 Xiangzhen Xie RFID-085C1 5346

LogicPatents, LLC
21701 Stevens Creek Boulevard, #284 HAYLES, ASHFORD S
CUPERTINO, CA 95015

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER

3687

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

16/13/2017 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerningthis application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

uspatents@sbeglobal.net

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicant(s)
14/728,349 Xie etal.

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA Status
ASHFORD S HAYLES 3687 No

- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the coversheet with the correspondence adaress --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING
DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- IfNoO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED(35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 6/2/2015

CD A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130{b) was/were filed on
2a)1J This action is FINAL. 2b)JThis action is non-final.

3)L) An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on
; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)DC) Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except fer formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Exparfe Quay/e, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 0.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims*
5)¥) Claim(s)} 1-20 is/are pending in the application.

5a) Of the aboveclaim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)L Claim(s} is/are allowed.

7) Claim(s) 1-20 is/are rejected.

8)\LJ Claim(s}__is/are objectedto.

931) Claim(s} are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

http:/Avww.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.

Application Papers
10)[J The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11} The drawing(s)filed on 23 June 2015 is/are: a)[¥) accepted or b)L_) objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).
Replacementdrawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119
12). Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d} or(f).

Certified copies:

a) All b)LJ Some** c)L] Noneofthe:

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.0 Copiesof the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
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DETAILED CORRESPONDENCE

1. This communicationis a first Office Action Non-Final rejection on the merits. Claims 1-20 as

originally filed are currently pending and are considered below.

Notice ofPre-AIA orAIA Status

2. The present application is being examined under the pre-AlA first to invent provisions.

Drawings

3. The drawings were received on June 13, 2015 and June 23 2015. These drawingsare sufficient.
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 102 that form

the basis for the rejections under this section madein this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —
(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by

another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent
granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the

applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section
351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an applicationfiled in the United States

only if the international application designated the United States and was published underArticle
21(2) of such treaty in the English language.

4, Claim(s} 1 and 12 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 102(e)} as being anticipated by Mullen

et al. U.S. 2012/029472.

As per Claim 1, Mullen et al. discloses a method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

causing a mobile device to receive an electronic invoice from a point of sale (POS) device (pg.13,

{| [0155] discusses a merchant may send a message (e.g., an email or text message) to the user-supplied

address that may contain a link to the user'sbill),

wherein the mobile device is a near-field communication device and configured to execute an

installed application therein to communicate with the POS device to generate a payment requestin

responseto the electronic invoice (pg.13, 4 [0158] discusses a payment application installed on mobile

device, pg.5, 1 [C074] discusses Mobile device 202 may, for example, complete a purchase transaction

by first obtaining required payment information from contactless device 204 and then communicating

such paymentinformation to networkentities e.g., payment server 216 and/or issuer 220);

displaying the electronic invoice on a display screen of the mobile device for a user to verify the

payment request (pg.13, 4] [0155] discusses a user's meal tab at a restaurant may be itemized by GUI

2508 and an alphanumeric entry box (e.g., box 2510) may allow the user to enter additional data(e.g.,

add a tip to thebill). A user may, for example, review a total to be charged, verify such a total, and then

present payment card 2504 to mobile device 2502 to settle the total amount);
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processing the payment request in the mobile device (pg.9, ] [0114] discusses Payment

information used to settle a transaction associated with the selected food purchase may be collected

and/or generated by the mobile device and forwarded onto a payment server and/or an associated

issuer for settlement); and

notifying the user in the mobile device that a monetary transaction per the payment request has

been successfully completed with the POS device (pg.9, 4] [0116] discusses a mobile device may

complete a purchase transaction with an entity of a payment network(e.g., a payment server) and may

further request that the payment server deliver a receipt to the mobile device in a text message format).

As per Claim 12, Mullen et al. discloses a method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

generating an electronic invoice in a point of sale (POS) device (pg.13, 4] [C154] discusses Mobile

device 2502 may interact with a merchant establishment(e.g., a restaurant) to gain entry into a user's

tab at the merchant's establishment(e.g., a food and alcoholbill generated by the restaurant);

transporting the electronic invoice to a mobile device by causing the mobile device to read off

data pertaining to the electronic invoice from the POS device (pg.13, 4] [6155] discusses a merchant may

send a message (e.g., an email or text message) to the user-supplied address that may contain a link to

the user's bill),

wherein the mobile device is a near-field communication device and configured to execute

an installed application therein to communicate with the POS device to generate a payment requestin

responseto the electronic invoice (pg.13, 4] [0158] discusses a payment application installed on mobile

device, pg.5, 1 [C074] discusses Mobile device 202 may, for example, complete a purchase transaction

by first obtaining required payment information from contactless device 204 and then communicating

such paymentinformation to networkentities e.g., payment server 216 and/or issuer 220);

receiving a notification from a payment gateway that the electronic invoice has been settled

(pg.9, 4] [0116] discusses a mobile device may also provide atext message address (e.g., an SMS text
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message address) to the payment server. In so doing, for example, the mobile device may receive a

receipt of the completed purchase transaction from the payment server via a text messageat the text

message address provided by the mobile device),

wherein a user of the mobile devices verifies the electronic invoice displayed on the mobile

device and authorizes a paymentto the electronic invoice (pg.13, {| [0154] discusses a user may monitor

each item on thebill, enter an additional amountinto thebill (e.g., a tip), and then pay thebill all from

the convenience of the user's mobile device 2502).
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

The following is a quotation of pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained thoughthe invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102,if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the

prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was madeto a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ, 459 (1966),

that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C,

103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the priorart.

2. Ascertaining the differences between theprior art and the claimsat issue.

3. Resolving thelevel of ordinary skill in the pertinentart.

4. Considering objective evidence presentin the application indicating obviousness or

nonobviousness.

5. Claims2, 4, 5, 7-9, 11-13, 16-18 are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a} as being

unpatentable over Mullen et al. US 2012/0290472 in view of Dryer et al. US2012/0290376.

As per Claim 2, Mullen et al. discloses the methodasrecited in claim 1. However, Mullen etal.

is silent regarding wherein the POS device includes a contactless card loaded with the electronic invoice,

and said causing a mobile device to receive an electronic invoice from a point of sale (POS) device

comprises reading the contactless card to obtain the electronic invoice by the mobile device.

Dryeret al. teaches wherein the POS device includes a contactless card loaded with the

electronic invoice, and said causing a mobile device to receive an electronic invoice from a point of sale

(POS) device comprises reading the contactless card to obtain the electronic invoice by the mobile

device (pg.5, {| [0041] discusses electronic payment device 120 are equipped with respective NFC chips
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or cards 119, 129, whichareutilized to establish a NFC connection with each other when they are

brought togetheror sufficiently close to each other, 4] [0045] discusses the merchant generating invoice,

receipt or transaction data using electronic payment device for purchase of item by the consumerfrom

the merchant).

Therefore it would have been obviousto one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

POS with a NFC transaction card as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system and method where

Authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and the electronic payment

device without providing electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data to the merchant

(Abstract).

As per Claim 4, Mullen et al. discloses the method asrecited in claim 1, wherein said displaying

the electronic invoice on a display screen of the mobile device comprises:

causing the userto verify an amountin the electronic invoice and make a changeto the amount

when needed (pg.13, 7] [6155] discusses a user's meal tab at a restaurant may be itemized by GUI 2508

and an alphanumeric entry box (e.g., box 2510) may allow the user to enter additional data, e.g. add a

tip to the bill).;

paying the amount with a chosen instrument, wherein the chosen instrumentis selected from a

group consisting of an electronic wallet already created in the mobile device, a traditional credit or debit

card, and an electronic transfer (pg.6, {| [0086] discusses GUI 500 may be generated to allow a user an

opportunity to select which payment option (e.g., credit option 502) from a number of paymentoptions

is to be used to settle a paymenttransaction, pg.9, 7 [0111] discusses a user may elect to charge $10

against a VISA credit account, $35 against a MIC debit account, and 500 rewards points earned by the

VISA credit account towards full payment of a $50 amount owingfor a particular selected purchase).
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As per Claim 5, Mullen et al. discloses the method asrecited in claim 1. However, Mullen etal.

is silent regarding a method wherein the POSdevice includes a contactless card loaded with the

electronic invoice, and said causing a mobile device to receive an electronic invoice from a point ofsale

(POS) device comprises causing the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting a

contactless card in a nearfield of the mobile device, wherein the installed module is configured to read

off data pertaining to the electronic bill from the contactless card.

Dryeret al. teaches wherein the POS device includes a contactless card loaded with the

electronic invoice (pg.5, {| [0041] discusses electronic payment device 120 are equipped with respective

NFC chips or cards 119, 129, 7 [0046] discusses the payment application 123 executing on the electronic

payment device 120 generates an authorization token 1701),

and said causing a mobile device to receive an electronic invoice from a point of sale (POS)

device comprises causing the mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting a contactless

card in a near field of the mobile device (pg.6, {| [0047] discusses the consumer's mobile communication

device 110 and the merchant's electronic payment device 120 brought into contact or in proximity with

each other to establish a temporary connection, e.g., a NFC connection 160, between the devices so

they can communicate with each other,

wherein the installed module is configured to read off data pertaining to the electronic bill from

the contactless card, (pg.5 4] [0054] discusses the paymentapplication 123 executing on the electronic

payment device 120 or the mobile wallet application 113 executing on the mobile communication

device 110 transforms or encodes the merchant-generated authorization token. The encoded

authorization token 170 may embody or be encoded with transaction data 122, and may be decoded by

the cloud wallet server 140 using an appropriate key or decoding mechanism. The ability to encode and

1 Examineris construing authorization token as an electronic invoice because the token includes invoice amount
and transaction data.
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decode the authorization data provides for more flexibility and inclusion of additional information

associated with the merchant 125 and/ or transaction to ensure that the credit card data 147 to be

utilized is utilized for paymentis for the correct amount, e.g., if the invoice or receipt amount 122is

encoded within or transmitted with the authorization token 170, and that the payment requestis for a

particular merchant 125 for that specified amount).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to receive transaction

data from a merchantin order to process a mobile payment as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system

and method where authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and the

electronic payment device without providing electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data to

the merchant(Abstract).

As per Claim 7, Mullen et al. discloses the method asrecited in claim 6, wherein said processing

the payment request in the mobile device:

transporting the payment request to a payment gateway(pg.13, q [6149] discusses mobile

device 2302 may customize a payment message to remote application 2308 that includes only the

filtered subset of data that is needed by remote application 2308 to complete the purchase transaction),

where the payment gateway is configured to perform the monetary transaction per the

payment request by deducting an amount from an account ownedby the user(pg.11, {| [0137] discusses

enable a funds transfer from a source account (e.g., an account associated with a paymentcard thatis

tapped against a display of a mobile device} to a target account(e.g., a car loan account}. Portion 2002

may, for example,list account details that may be associated with a target account(e.g., an account

numberassociated with a car loan, the payoff amount, and the amount due). Portion 2002 may, for

example, include details that may be associated with a target account that a mobile device has collected
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from a network entity (e.g., a bank) via a network connection between the mobile device and the

networkentity).

Mullen discloses the claimed invention except for a secure channel. It would have been obvious

to one having ordinary skill in the arty at the time the invention was made to send data to a payment

gateway using a secure channel since it was knownin the art that payment gateways such as VISA and

MasterCard require SET protocols to communicate data when conducting transactions over the

Internet’.

However, Mullen et al. is silent regarding generating a notification to be sent to the registered

user associated with the POSdevice.

Dryeret al. teaches generating a notification to be sent to the registered user associated with

the POS device (pg.5, 4] [0043] discusses sends the associated credit card data 147 to the payment

processor computer 130 at 208, which then processes electronic transaction, updates merchant

account 132 and notifies merchant 125 as necessary at 210).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a

system and method where authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and

the electronic payment device without providing electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data

to the merchant (Abstract).

As per Claim 8, Mullen et al. discloses the method as recited in claim 7, wherein said displaying

the electronic invoice on a display screen of the mobile device comprises:

? Partnering for Performance with MasterCard e-Business Solutions, pg.8, MasterCard International Incorporated
2001.
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causing the userto verify an amountin the electronic invoice and make a change to the amount

when needed (pg.13, 4] [0155] discusses a user's meal tab at a restaurant may be itemized by GUI 2508

and an alphanumeric entry box (e.g., box 2510) may allow the user to enter additional data (e.g., add a

tip to the bill}. A user may, for example, review a total to be charged,verify such a total, and then

present paymentcard 2504 to mobile device 2502 to settle the total amount);

paying the amountwith an electronic payment provided by an installed module in the mobile

device (pg.9, 4] [0114] discusses Payment information used to settle a transaction associated with the

selected food purchase may be collected and/or generated by the mobile device and forwarded onto a

payment server and/or an associated issuer for settlement),

wherein the installed module in the mobile device is configured to generate a payment request

including the data pertaining to the electronic invoice to a payment gateway for processing (pg.9, 1]

[0114] discusses Paymentinformation used to settle a transaction associated with the selected food

purchase maybecollected and/or generated by the mobile device and forwarded onto a payment

server and/oran associated issuer for settlement).

As perClaim 9, Mullen et al. discloses the methodas recited in claim 8, wherein data exchange

between the mobile device and the payment gateway (pg.10, 4] [0128] discusses a mobile device may

communicate payment information to a payment server to complete a purchase transaction)

Mullen discloses the claimed invention except for a secure channel. It would have been obvious

to one having ordinary skill in the arty at the time the invention was made to send data to a payment

gateway using a secure channelsince it was knownin the art that payment gateways such as VISA and

MasterCard require SET protocols to communicate data when conducting transactions over the

Internet’.

3 Partnering for Performance with MasterCard e-Business Solutions, pg.8, MasterCard International Incorporated
2001.
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Dryeret al. teaches (pg.6, 4] [0052] discusses based at least in part upon data 12? received from

merchant 125(if merchant specifies types of payment) and electronic payment option data 147 stored

locally on mobile communication device 110 indicating which credit cards can be used), the Examiner is

construing the ability to specify types of payment sent along with the transaction data, as using the

secured channel established by the security information in the data pertaining to the electronic invoice,

becausethecited portion of Dryer describes the received transaction data having invoice amount and

paymenttype e.g. MasterCard. In, the instant case, MasterCard would require that Internet and online

payments use SET secure electronic transaction protocol to move messages securely over the Internet.

Therefore it would have been obvious to one ofordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide payment

specific instructions when delivering transaction data to a mobile device to carry out a mobile

transaction as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system and method where authorization data is shared

between the mobile communication device and the electronic payment device without providing

electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data to the merchant (Abstract).

As per Claim 11, Mullen et al. discloses the method of the claimed invention, wherein said

notifying the user in the mobile device that a monetary transaction per the payment request has been

successfully completed with the POS device (pg.9, 4] [0116] discusses a mobile device may complete a

purchase transaction with an entity of a payment network (e.g., a payment server) and may further

request that the paymentserverdeliver a receipt to the mobile device in a text message format).

However, Mullen etal. is silent regarding sending a notification of successful payment to the

registered user of the POS device.

Dryeret al. teaches sending a notification of successful payment to the registered user of the

POSdevice (pg.5, {] [0043] discusses sends the associated credit card data 147 to the payment processor
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computer 130 at 208, which then processes electronic transaction, updates merchant account 132

and notifies merchant 125 as necessary at 210).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a

system and method where authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and

the electronic payment device without providing electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data

to the merchant (Abstract).

As per Claim 13, Mullen et al. discloses the methodas recited in claim 12. However, Mullen et

al. is silent regarding wherein the POS device includes a contactless card loaded with the electronic

invoice, and the mobile device reads off a contactless card in a near field of the mobile device to obtain

the data pertaining to the electronic invoice from the POS device.

Dryeret al. teaches wherein the POS device includes a contactless card loaded with the

electronic invoice (pg.5, 4] [0041] discusses electronic payment device 120 are equipped with respective

NFC chips or cards 119, 129, 7 [0046] discusses the payment application 123 executing on the electronic

payment device 120 generates an authorization token 1707), and

the mobile device reads off a contactless card in a near field of the mobile device to obtain the

data pertaining to the electronic invoice from the POSdevice (pg.6, {] [0047] discusses the consumer's

mobile communication device 110 and the merchant's electronic payment device 120 brought into

contact or in proximity with each otherto establish a temporary connection, e.g., a NFC connection 160,

between the devices so they can communicate with each other).

* Examineris construing authorization token as an electronic invoice because the token includes invoice amount
and transaction data.
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Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

POS with a NFC transaction card as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system and method where

Authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and the electronic payment

device without providing electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data to the merchant

(Abstract).

As per Claim 16, Mullen et al. discloses the method of the claimed invention. However, Mullen

et al. is silent regarding wherein the registered user receives a notification that the electronic invoice

has been settled via the mobile device.

Dryeret al. teaches wherein the registered user receives a notification that the electronic

invoice has beensettled via the mobile device (pg.5, 4] [0043] discusses sends the associated credit card

data 147 to the payment processor computer 130 at 208, which then processes electronic

transaction, updates merchant account 132 and notifies merchant 125 as necessary at 210).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a

system and method where authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and

the electronic payment device without providing electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data

to the merchant (Abstract).

As per Claim 17, Mullen et al. discloses the method asrecited in claim 12, wherein data

exchange between the mobile device and the payment gateway (pg.10, 4] [0128] discusses a mobile

device may communicate payment information to a payment server to complete a purchase

transaction)
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Mullen discloses the claimed invention except for a secure channel. It would have been obvious

to one having ordinary skill in the arty at the time the invention was madeto send data to a payment

gateway using a secure channelsince it was knownin the art that payment gateways such as VISA and

MasterCard require SET protocols to communicate data when conducting transactions over the

Internet’.

Dryeret al. teaches (pg.6, 4] [0052] discusses based at least in part upon data 12? received from

merchant 125(if merchant specifies types of payment) and electronic payment option data 147 stored

locally on mobile communication device 110 indicating which credit cards can be used), the Examineris

construing the ability to specify types of payment sent along with the transaction data, as using the

secured channel established by the security information in the data pertaining to the electronic invoice,

because the cited portion of Dryer describes the received transaction data having invoice amount and

paymenttype e.g. MasterCard. In, the instant case, MasterCard would require that Internet and online

payments use SET secure electronic transaction protocol to move messages securely over the Internet.

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide payment

specific instructions when delivering transaction data to a mobile device to carry out a mobile

transaction as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system and method where authorization data is shared

between the mobile communication device and the electronic payment device without providing

electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data to the merchant (Abstract).

As per Claim 18, Mullen et al. discloses a system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

after a user of the mobile devices verifies the electronic invoice displayed on the mobile device

and authorizes a paymentto the electronic invoice (pg.13, 4 [0158] discusses a paymentapplication

° Partnering for Performance with MasterCard e-Business Solutions, pg.8, MasterCard International Incorporated
2001.
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installed on mobile device, pg.5, 4] [0074] discusses Mobile device 202 may, for example, complete a

purchase transaction by first obtaining required payment information from contactless device 204 and

then communicating such payment information to network entities ¢.g., payment server 216 and/or

issuer 220);

the mobile device is configured to establish a communication session with the payment gateway

to proceed with the payment to the electronic invoice (pg.9, {| [0116] discusses a mobile device may

complete a purchase transaction with an entity of a payment network(e.g., a payment server).

Mullen discloses the claimed invention except for a secure channel. It would have been obvious

to one having ordinary skill in the arty at the time the invention was made to send data to a payment

gateway using a secure channel since it was knownin the art that payment gateways such as VISA and

MasterCard require SET protocols to communicate data when conducting transactions over the

Internet®.

Dryeret al. teaches a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate an electronic invoice upon

receiving an entry (pg.5, {| [0045] discusses the merchant generating invoice, receipt or transaction data

using electronic payment device for purchase of item by the consumer from the merchant);

a contactless card loaded with the electronic invoice (pg.5, 4 [0041] discusses electronic

payment device 120 are equipped with respective NFC chips or cards 119, 129, {| [C046] discusses the

payment application 123 executing on the electronic payment device 120 generates an authorization

token 170”),

wherein the contactless card is placed in a near field of a mobile device configured to execute an

installed application therein to read off data communicate with the POS device to generate a payment

© Partnering for Performance with MasterCard e-Business Solutions, pg.8, MasterCard International Incorporated
2001.

7 Examineris construing authorization token as an electronic invoice because the token includes invoice amount
and transaction data.
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request in responseto the electronic invoice (pg.6, {] [0047] discusses the consumer's mobile

communication device 110 and the merchant's electronic payment device 120 broughtinto contact or in

proximity with each other to establish a temporary connection, e.g., a NFC connection 160, between

the devices so they can communicate with each other, pg. 4] [0054] discusses the payment

application 123 executing on the electronic payment device 120 or the mobile wallet application 113

executing on the mobile communication device 110 transforms or encodes the merchant-generated

authorization token. The encoded authorization token 170 may embody or be encoded with transaction

data 122, and may be decoded by the cloud wallet server 140 using an appropriate key or decoding

mechanism. The ability to encode and decodethe authorization data provides for more flexibility and

inclusion of additional information associated with the merchant 125 and/ or transaction to ensure that

the credit card data 147 to be utilized is utilized for payment is for the correct amount, ée.g., if the

invoice or receipt amount 122 is encoded within or transmitted with the authorization token 170, and

that the payment request is for a particular merchant 125 for that specified amount),

wherein the POS device receives a notification from a payment gatewaythat the electronic

invoice has beensettled (pg.5, 9] [0043] discusses sends the associated credit card data 147 to the

payment processor computer 130 at 208, which then processes electronic transaction, updates

merchant account 132 and notifies merchant 125 as necessary at 210).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide a merchant

with notification regarding the completion of payment transaction as taught by Dryeretal. to provide a

system and method where authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and

the electronic payment device without providing electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data

to the merchant (Abstract).
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6. Claims 3, 6, 10, 14, 15 and 19-20 are rejected underpre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Mullen et al. US 2012/0290472 in view of Dryer et al. US2012/0290376 furtherin

view of Florek et al. 2011/0112968.

As per Claims 3 and 14, Mullen et al. and Dryeret al. discloses the method of the claimed

invention. However, Mullen et al. and Dryeret al. are silent regarding wherein the POS device includes a

secure element that provides security and confidentiality required to support secure

data communication between the POS device and a payment gateway.

Florek et al. teaches wherein the POSdevice includes a secure element that provides security

and confidentiality required to support secure data communication between the POS device and a

payment gateway (pg.10, 4] [0089] discussesIn its hardware on the SAM card 42 the Sales Device

28 encompassesa Secure Element 6 into which the POS paymentterminal 27 identification and also the

Master Key for the encryption of the communicated data is loaded).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen and Dryeret al., to include the ability to

provide a merchantsales device with a secure element to conduct mobile transactions as taught by

Florek et al. to provide a methodofdirect debit payment using a contactless transmission link and

describes a configuration, in which a temporary payment terminal, with simplified structure that is

intended aboveall for small business premises, can be created using a mobile communication device.

The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile communication device

with removable memory card for example in the form of a microSD card (pg.1, 4] [G001]).

As per Claims 10 and 20, Mullen et al. and Dryeretal. discloses the method ofthe claimed

invention. However, Mullen et al. and Dryeret al. are silent regarding wherein the mobile device

includes a secure element that provides security and confidentiality required to support secure

data communication between the mobile device and the payment gateway.
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Florek et al. teaches wherein the mobile device includes a secure element that provides security

and confidentiality required to support secure data communication between the mobile device and the

payment gateway(Figure 6, depicts MicroSD 18 for insertion into customer mobile phone having Secure

Element 31).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen and Dryeret al., to include the ability to

provide a customer mobile phone with a secure element to conduct mobile transactions as taught by

Florek et al. to provide a method ofdirect debit payment using a contactless transmission link and

describes a configuration, in which a temporary payment terminal, with simplified structure thatis

intended aboveall for small business premises, can be created using a mobile communication device.

The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile communication device

with removable memory card for example in the form of a microSD card (pg.1, 4] [G001)).

As per Claims 6, 15 and 19, Mullen et al. discloses the claimed invention. However, Mullen etal.

is silent regarding wherein the data includes security information of a registered user associated with

the POS device, the security information includes an account and bank information of the registered

user, an identifier of the secure elementin the contactless card or the POS device.

Dryeret al. teaches wherein the data includes security information of a registered user

associated with the POS device, the security information includes an accountand bank information of

the registered user (pg.5, {] [0046] discusses includes or is encoded with transaction data 122 such as

merchantidentification (Merchant ID) types of electronic payment accepted by the merchant(e.g. VISA,

MASTERCARD,etc.).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen to include the ability to provide merchant

identification and payment type information as taught by Dryeret al. to provide a system and method
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where authorization data is shared between the mobile communication device and the electronic

payment device without providing electronic payment instrument(e.g. credit card) data to the

merchant (Abstract).

However, Mullen et al. and Dryeret al. are silent regarding an identifier of the secure elementin

the contactless card or the POSdevice.

Florek et al. teaches an identifier of the secure element in the contactless card or the POS device

(pg.10, 1 [C089] discusses in its hardware on the SAM card 42 the Sales Device 28 encompasses a Secure

Element 6 into which the POS paymentterminal 27 identification and also the Master Key for the

encryption of the communicated data is loaded).

Therefore it would have been obvious to one of ordinaryskill in the art of mobile commerce at

the time of the invention to modify the system of Mullen and Dryeret al., to include the ability to

provide information identifying a merchant sales device with a secure element within a mobile

transactions as taught by Florek et al. to provide a method of direct debit payment using a contactless

transmission link and describes a configuration, in which a temporary payment terminal, with simplified

structure that is intended aboveall for small business premises, can be created using a mobile

communication device. The solution refers to increase in security and comfort in paying over the mobile

communication device with removable memory card for example in the form of a microSD card (pg.1, 4]

[0001]).
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Conclusion

The prior art madeof record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

Goldthwaite et al. U.S. Patent Application Publication 2004/0127256 discusses a mobile device

equipped with a contactless smart card reader/writer.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to ASHFORD S HAYLES whose telephone numberis (571)270-5106. The examiner can

normally be reached on M-F 6AM-4PM with Flex.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing using a

USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is encouraged to use

the USPTO AutomatedInterview Request (AIR) at http://www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor,

Fahd Obeid can be reached on 5712703324. The fax phone numberfor the organization wherethis

application or proceedingis assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applicationsis available

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer

Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR

CANADA)or 571-272-1000.
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Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3687
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PAIR.

Further assistancein electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197.
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Inventor(s)
Xiangzhen Xie, Shenzhen, CHINA;
Liang Seng Koh, Fremont, CA;
Hsin Pan, Fremont, CA;

Applicant(s)
RFCyber Corporation, Fremont, CA;

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 26797

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CON of 13/853,937 03/29/2013 PAT 9047601
which claims benefit of 61/618,802 04/01/2012
and is a CIP of 13/850,832 01/16/2012
whichis a CIP of 11/534,653 09/24/2006 PAT 8118218

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see http:/Avww.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 06/10/2015
The country code and numberof your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 14/728,349
Projected Publication Date: 10/01/2015
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** SMALL ENTITY **
Title

Method and apparatus for mobile payments

Preliminary Class

455

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughoutthe territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies thefiling
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent” and doesnoteliminate the need of applicantstofile additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a requestfor a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance as to the status of applicant's licensefor foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199,orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://(www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Awww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT(1-866-999-4258).
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Suchlicenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scape has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant ofa license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774): the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistanceto the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products,deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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DocCode — SCORE

SCOREPlaceholder Sheet for IFW Content

Application Number: 14728349 Document Date: 06/23/2015

The presenceof this form in the IFW record indicates that the following documenttype was received
in electronic format on the date identified above. This content is stored in the SCORE database.

Since this was an electronic submission, there is no physical artifact folder, no artifact folder is
recorded in PALM, and no paper documents or physical media exist. The TIFF images in the IFW
record were created from the original documents that are stored in SCORE.

Drawing

At the time of document entry (noted above):
e USPTO employees may access SCOREcontent via eDAN using the Supplemental Content

tab, or via the SCORE webpage.
e External customers may access SCOREcontent via PAIR using the Supplemental Content

tab.

Form Revision Date: August 26, 2013
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicant(s): Xiangzhen Xie et al

Title: Method and apparatus for mobile payments

Serial No.: 14/728 ,349

Filing Date: 06/02/2015

Examiner: Unknown

Group Art Unit: Unknown

Docket No.: RFID-085C1

June 23, 2015

Mail Stop: Missing Parts

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Responseto

NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Filing Date Granted

DearSir:

In response to NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS-Filing

Date Granted, (hereinafter “NOTICE”), mailed by the United States Patent and

Trademark Office on 06/19/2015, the Applicant respectfully request the

Commissionerto enter the following preliminary amendments:

AMENDMENTSTO THE DRAWINGSbegin on page 2 of this Response.

REMARKSbegin on page 3 of this Response.
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AMENDMENTSTO THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 6D is enclosed. A complete set of the drawings is enclosed herewith to

facilitate the entry of the amendments.
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REMARKS

FIG. 6D was missing from the originally filed drawings. The Applicant chose

the option "Ill. Acceptance of application as deposited: (A)".

The Applicant hereby states no new matteris introduced with the inclusion of

FIG. 6D. Thefull description of FIG. 6D is given in paragraphs [0133]-[0134].

Further, this instant application is a continuation of US Pat. App. Serial No.:

13/853,937 filed on 03/29/2013, now US Pat. No.: 9,047,601 issued on 06/02/2015.

It is hereby respectfully submitted that the enclosed document completes the

filing of the above patent application and justifies the US filing date of 03/29/2013.

Please telephonethe undersigned at (408)777-8873,if there are any questions.

| hereby certify that this correspondenceis

being deposited with the United States Postal Respectfully submitted;
Service asfirst class mail in an envelope ,
addressed to "Commissioner of Patents and

Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231", on
June _23, 2015. / joe zheng /

; Joe Zheng
Name:__JoeZheng_Reg.: No. 39,450
Signature: / joe zheng /
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt
 

22718276

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number:
 

Title of Invention: Method and apparatus for mobile payments

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Xiangzhen Xie

Customer Number: 26797
 

Filer: Joe Zheng

Receipt Date: 23-JUN-2015 

Filing Date: 02-JUN-2015

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 11 1a)

 
 

Paymentinformation: 

Submitted with Payment no  
File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

581533
Drawings-other than black and white

. . DrawingsAsFiled.pdf
line drawings b97a83ad654dae34e6f18e5e5 0bat656577|
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87925

8801549c68964033e8501 c2ca642 1 7febfel
24ee

Information:

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

Responseto Pre-Exam Sequence Notice] ResponseToMissingParts2.pdf

Warnings: 

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfor a filing date (see 37 CFR

 

1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.

National Stageof an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application asa
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
andof the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shownon this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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Payment Network

Payment Authorization Request

Smart Bill Payment Gateway 104

Payment Authorization
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electronicbill
 

POS with contactless 19
Personal NFC device reader OR NFCdevice with
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110
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Electronic bill
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FIG. 1A
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120
Merchant POS preparesan electronicbill and writes to a
smartbill applet on his contactless smart card or SE on NFC

device 122

Customerservice delivers the contactless smart bill card (or
SE) to customer

Customer with NFC deviceinstalled with a smart bill enabled

wallet application retrieves the electronic bill signed by the
smartbill applet

126

Electronic bill is displayed on the NFC device screen for

customerto verify the amount and add a tip if he wishes 128

Customer can choose a payment methodthat he has enrolled
in his wallet application to initiate the payment 130

Smartbill enabled application sends the transaction information
to the backend smartbill gateway for processing 132

Smartbill gateway verifies the electronic bill and rejects if the

payment amountis less than the billed amount. 134

Smart bill gateway uses the traditional financial payment network
flow to send payment request and get paymentresponse.It also

can use new online payment method suchas Paypal or Alipay to 136
complete transaction.

Oncethe transaction is approved or denied, the payment

authorization response will return to the payment gatewayto be 138
forwarded back to the merchant

 
FIG. 1B
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220
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232
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260
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320
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300)

Use application security domainto establish a security channel
between an new é-purse SAM and an e-purse applet in the device

 

  Generate é-purse operation keys and pins between the new e-purse SAM
and an €-purse appletin the device 
 

 360 
 

Useapplication security domain to establish a security channel
betweenanexisting transportation SAM and an e-purse applet in the device 

Generate transformed keys of an emulatorvia the existing SAM andthe tag ID
betweentheexisting SAM and the emulator

Generate MF passwordsvia an existing SAM andthe tag ID
betweenthe existing SAM and an e-purse applet in the device

Set the e-purse to a state of “personalized”
 

END
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400

402

Initiate a requestvia a midletafter entering valid 404
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Verify a corresponding account andinitiate a fund transfer
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2G

TE Untrrep Srares ParEN'r AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1440

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.nspto.gov

 APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

14/728,349 06/02/2015 Xiangzhen Xie RFID-085C1
CONFIRMATION NO.5346

26797 WITHDRAWALNOTICE

LogicPatents, LLC

21701 Stevens Creek Boulevard, #284 IOUT)A000000075833309
CUPERTINO, CA 95015

Date Mailed: 06/19/2015

Letter Regarding a New Notice and/or the Status of the Application

If a new notice or Filing Receipt is enclosed, applicant may disregard the previous notice mailed on
06/12/2015. The time period for reply runs from the mail date of the new notice. Within the time period
for reply, applicant is required to file a reply in compliance with the requirements set forth in the new
notice to avoid abandonmentof the application.

Registered users of EFS-Web mayalternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web.
https://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLocalEPFhtml

For more information about EFS-Webplease call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at
1-866-217-9197 or visit our website at http://www.uspto.gov/ebc.

If the reply is not filed electronically via EFS-Web, the reply must be accompanied by a copy of
the new notice.

If the Office previously granted a petition to withdraw the holding of abandonmentora petition to
revive under 37 CFR 1.137, the status of the application has been returned to pendingstatus,

Questions about the contents of this notice

and the requirements it sets forth should be
directed to the Office of Data Management,

Application Assistance Unit, at (571) 272-4000
or (571) 272-4200 or 1-888-786-0101.

/tpetros/
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 14/728 ,349

APPLICATIONAS FILED - PART | OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY

|FOR NUMBER FILED|NUMBER EXTRA
BASIC. Teal(27 CFR 1.16(a), (6), of (c))
SEARGH Ee
(37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m)) N/A N/AEXAMINATION FEE
(37 CFR1.16(0), (p), or(q)) N/A N/A

TOTAL CLAIMS(37 CFR1. 16(i) 20 minus 20fo
ROEPENDENT CLAIMS(37 CFR1. 16(h minus 3 {oo

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE|sheets of paper, the application size fee due is
FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) tor each additional
(37 GFR 1.16(s)} 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16(j))

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

OTHER THAN

(Golumn 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITYCLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL

AFTER PREVIOUSLY ( .AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total Minus

(27 CFR 1.16(i))

(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (87 CFR 1.16(s
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

iGolumn 1) (Golumn 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA RATES) FEE($) RATES) FEE($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total Minus

(37 CFR 1.16(i)}
Independent Minus.

(37 CFR 1.18(h))

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

AMENDMENTB
* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.

* Ifthe "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".
“* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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Untrrep Srares ParEN'r AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1440

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450wwwuspto gov
 APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

14/728,349 06/02/2015 Xiangzhen Xie RFID-085C1
CONFIRMATION NO.5346

26797 FORMALITIES LETTER

LogicPatents, LLC

21701 Stevens Creek Boulevard, #284 IOUTA00000007583349
CUPERTINO, CA 95015

Date Mailed: 06/19/2015

NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Filing Date Granted

An application number andfiling date have been accordedto this application. The application is informal since
it does not comply with the regulations for the reason(s) indicated below. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS
from the date of this Notice within which to correct the informalities indicated below. Extensions of time may be
obtainedbyfiling a petition accompanied by the extension fee underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

The required item(s) identified below mustbe timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

* A substitute specification in compliance with 37 CFR 1.52, 1.121(b)(3), and 1.125, is required. The substitute
specification must be submitted with markings and be accompanied by a clean version (without markings) as
set forth in 37 CFR 1.125(c) and a statementthat the substitute specification contains no new matter (see 37
CFR 1.125(b)). The specification, claims, and/or abstract page(s) submitted is not acceptable and cannot be
scanned or properly stored because:

«The application contains drawings, but the specification does not contain a brief description of the several
views of the drawings as required by 37 CFR 1.74 and 37 CFR 1.77(b)(9).

The following item(s) appear to have been omitted from the application:

« Figure(s) 6D described in the specification.

Applicant mustreply to this notice within the time period set forth in this notice to avoid abandonmentof
this application. Applicant must select one of the three following options and the reply must comply with the
requirements set forth in the selected option and any other requirements setforth in this notice. The reply should
also indicate which option applicant has selected.

I. Petition for date of deposit: Should applicant contend that the above-noted omitted item(s) wasin fact
deposited in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) with the nonprovisional application papers, a copy of
this Notice and a petition (and the petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(f) with evidence of such deposit must be
filed within TWO MONTHSofthe date of this Notice. The petition fee will be refundedif it is determined that the
item(s) was received by the USPTO. THIS TWO MONTH PERIOD IS EXTENDABLE UNDER37 CFR1.136(a)
or (b).

Il. Petition for later filing date: Should applicant desire to supply the omitted item(s) and accept the date that
such omitted item(s) wasfiled in the USPTOasthefiling date of the above-identified application, a copy of this
Notice, the omitted item(s), and a petition under 37 CFR 1.182 with the petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(f)
requesting the later filing date mustbefiled within TWO MONTHSofthe date of this Notice. THIS TWO MONTH
PERIOD IS EXTENDABLE UNDER37 CFR 1.136(a) or(b).
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Applicant is advised that generally the filing fee required for an applicationis the filing fee in effect on the filing
date accorded the application and that paymentof the requisite basic filing fee on a date later than thefiling date
of the application requires payment of a surcharge (37 CFR 1.16(f)). To avoid processing delays and payment
of a surcharge, applicant should submit any balance due for the requisite filing fee based onthe later filing date
being requested when submitting the omitted item(s) and the petition (and petition fee) requesting the later filing
date.

Ill. Acceptance of application as deposited: Applicant may accept the application as deposited in the USPTO
by filing an appropriate amendmentas set forth in either (A) or (B) below within TWO MONTHSofthe date of this
Notice. THIS TWO MONTH PERIOD IS EXTENDABLE UNDER37 CFR1.136(a) or (b) . The application will
maintainafiling date as of the date of deposit of the application papers in the USPTO, and original application
papers(i.e., the original disclosure of the invention)will include only those application papers presentin the
USPTOonthe date of deposit. A petition is not required for this option.
(A) If applicant wants to accept the application as deposited without adding the subject matter that was in the
omitted item (€.g., a missing page or figure), applicant is required to submit one or moreof the following items
without adding any new matter (see 35 U.S.C. 132(a)):

1. For a missing pageof the specification,
a) a substitute specification including claims that amendsthe specification to renumber the pages

consecutively and cancels any incomplete sentences, and
b) a statement that the substitute specification includes no new matter, in compliance with 37 CFR

1.121(6)(3) and 1.125;
2. For a missing figure of the drawings,

a) replacement drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) to renumber the drawing figures
consecutively (if necessary),

b) a substitute specification excluding claims that amendsthe specification to cancel any references to any
omitted drawing(s) and corrects the referencesin the specification to the drawing figures to correspond
with any relabeled drawing figures, and

c) a statementthat the substitute specification includes no new matter, in compliance with 37 CFR
1.121(b)(3) and 1.125;

3. For a missing page of the claim listing only, a replacementclaim listing with the claims renumbered
consecutively or, if amendmentto the claims is also necessary, then a complete claim listing in compliance
with 37 CFR 1.121(c);

4. For a missing or unreadable compactdisc,
a) a substitute specification (excluding the claims) deleting the reference to the compactdisc andthefiles

contained on the compactdisc, and
b) a statementthat the substitute specification includes no new matter, in compliance with 37 CFR

1.121(b)(3) and 1.125; and
5. For a missing or unreadablefile submitted on a compactdisc,

a) a substitute specification (excluding the claims) deleting the reference to the missing or unreadablefile,
and a statementthat the substitute specification includes no new matter, in compliance with 37 CFR
1.121(b)(3) and 1.125; and

b) a replacementtransmittal letter listing all of the files except the missing or unreadablefile in compliance
with 37 CFR 1.52(e)(3)(ii).

(B) Alternatively, if applicant wants to accept the application as deposited but wishes to add the subject matter in
the omitted item (e.g., a missing page or figure) by relying on an incorporation by reference under 37 CFR 1.57 or
other portions of the original disclosure, applicant is required to submit one or more of the following items without
adding any new matter (see 35 U.S.C. 132(a)):

1. To add the subject matter in a missing page of specification,
a) a substitute specification excluding claims and
b) a statement that the substitute specification includes no new matter, in compliance with 37 CFR

1.121(b)(3) and 1.125;
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2. To add a missing figure of the drawings, new and replacement drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR
1.121(d);

3. To add the subject matter in a missing pageof the claim listing, a complete claim listing in compliance with 37
CFR 1.121(c) (e.g., a claim in the missing page should be submitted as a new claim);

4. To add the subject matter in a missing or unreadable compactdisc,
a) a replacement compactdisc and a duplicate copy of the compact disc, in compliance with 37 CFR 1.52(e);

and

b) a statementthat the replacement compact disc contains no new matter in compliance with 37 CFR
1.52(e)(4); and,

5. To add the subject matter in a missing or unreadablefile submitted on a compactdisc,
a) a replacement compactdisc that containsall of the files listed in the specification including the missing or

unreadable file and a duplicate copy of the compactdisc, in compliance with 37 CFR 1.52(e); and
b) a statementthat the replacement compact disc contains no new matter in compliance with 37 CFR

1.52(e)(4).

If applicant is relying on an incorporation by reference under 37 GFR 1.57 to add the omitted subject matter, then
applicant must also comply with the requirements of 37 CFR 1.57.

Applicant is cautioned that correction of the above items may cause the specification and drawings page countto
exceed 100 pages.If the specification and drawings exceed 100 pages,applicant will need to submit the required
application size fee.

Replies must be received in the USPTO within the set time period or mustinclude a proper Certificate of Mailing
or Transmission under 37 CFR 1.8 with a mailing or transmission date within the set time period. For more
information and a suggested format, see Form PTO/SB/92 and MPEP 512.

Replies should be mailed to:

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web mayalternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web, including a copy
of this Notice and selecting the document description "Applicant response to Pre-Exam Formalities Notice”.
https ://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLocalEPE.html

For more information about EFS-Webplease call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or
visit our website at http:/Awww.uspto.gov/ebc.

If you are not using EFS-Web to submit yourreply, you must include a copyofthis notice.

Questions aboutthe contents of this notice and the

requirementsit sets forth should be directed to the Office
of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit, at

(571) 272-4000 or (571) 272-4200 or 1-888-786-0101.

/tpetros/
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Untrrep Srares ParEN'r AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1440

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450wwwuspto gov
 

 
    

APPLICATION LILINGor GRP AR’

NUMBER 371) DATE UNE E REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIMSIND CLAIMS
14/728,349 06/02/2015 2642 0 REID-085C1

CONFIRMATION NO.5346
26797 FILING RECEIPT

3101StevensCreek Boulevard, #284 (ANONWL0.0
CUPERTINO, CA 95015

Date Mailed: 06/19/2015

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented onthis receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts” for this application, please submit
any correctionsto this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTOwill generate anotherFiling Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Xiangzhen Xie, Shenzhen, CHINA;
Liang Seng Koh, Fremont, CA;
Hsin Pan, Fremont, CA;

Applicant(s)
RFCyber Corporation, Fremont, CA;

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 26797

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CON of 13/853,937 03/29/2013 PAT 9047601
which claims benefit of 61/618,802 04/01/2012
and is a CIP of 13/850,832 01/16/2012
whichis a CIP of 11/534,653 09/24/2006 PAT 8118218

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see http:/Avww.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 06/10/2015
The country code and numberof your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 14/728,349
Projected Publication Date: To Be Determined - pending completion of Corrected Papers
Non-Publication Request: No
Early Publication Request: No
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** SMALL ENTITY **
Title

Method and apparatus for mobile payments

Preliminary Class

455

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughoutthe territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies thefiling
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent” and doesnoteliminate the need of applicantstofile additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a requestfor a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance as to the status of applicant's licensefor foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199,orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://(www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Awww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT(1-866-999-4258).
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Suchlicenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scape has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant ofa license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774): the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistanceto the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products,deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

Applicant(s): Xiangzhen Xie, et al

Title: Method and apparatus for mobile payments

Serial No.: 14/728 ,349

Filing Date: 06/02/2015

Examiner: Unknown

Group Art Unit: Unknown

Docket No.: RFID-085C1

June 13, 2015

Mail Stop: Missing

Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Responseto

NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Filing Date Granted

DearSir:

In response to NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS-Filing

Date Granted, (hereinafter “NOTICE”), mailed by the United States Patent and

Trademark Office on June 12, 2015. FIG. 6D is enclosed to complete the filing of the

above-identified patent application.

The Applicant chooses the option "Ill. Acceptance of application as

deposited: (A)" and respectfully requests the following amendments be entered:

AMENDMENTSTO THE DRAWINGSbegin on page 2 of this Amendment.

REMARKSbegin on page 3 of this Amendment.

1
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AMENDMENTS TO THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B are enclosed herewith to replace FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 as

originally filed.
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REMARKS

The Applicant hereby states no new matteris introduced

It is hereby respectfully submitted that the enclosed document completes the

filing of the above patent application.

Please telephone the undersigned at (408)/77-8873, if there are any

questions.

| herebycertify that this correspondenceis
being deposited with the United States Postal
Service asfirst class mail in an envelope
addressed to "Commissionerof Patents and

Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231", on
June _13, 2015.

Name:_ Joe Zheng

Signature: / joe zheng /

 Respectfully submitted;

/ joe zheng /

Joe Zheng
Reg.: No. 39,450
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Replacement sheet

100

 
 
 

Payment Network

Payment Authorization Request

Smart Bill Payment Gateway 104

Payment Authorization
Response

  
 
 

 
  
   

 

Paymentinfo with
electronicbill
 

POS with contactless 19
Personal NFC device reader OR NFCdevice with

with wallet software SE (such as Mobile POS)
110

Contactless smart

Signed electronicbill card (or secure
element in NFC

devices) with smart

Electronic bill

bill applet 108

FIG. 1A
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Replacement sheet

120
Merchant POS prepares an electronic bill and writes to a

smartbill applet on his contactless smart card or SE on NFC
device 122

Customerservice delivers the contactless smartbill card (or
SE) to customer

Customer with NFC deviceinstalled with a smart bill enabled

wallet application retrieves the electronic bill signed by the
smartbill applet 126

Electronicbill is displayed on the NFC device screen for
customerto verify the amountand add a tip if he wishes 128

Customer can choose a payment method that he has enrolled

in his wallet application to initiate the payment 130

Smartbill enabled application sends the transaction information
to the backend smartbill gateway for processing 132

Smartbill gateway verifies the electronicbill and rejects if the

payment amountis less than the billed amount. 134

Smartbill gateway uses the traditional financial payment network

flow to send payment request and get payment response.It also
can use new online payment method such as Paypal or Alipay to 136

complete transaction.

Once the transaction is approved or denied, the payment
authorization response will return to the payment gatewayto be 138
forwarded back to the merchant

FIG. 1B
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt
 

22624479

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number:
 

Title of Invention: Method and apparatus for mobile payments

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Xiangzhen Xie

Customer Number: 26797
 

Filer: Joe Zheng

Receipt Date: 13-JUN-2015 

Filing Date: 02-JUN-2015

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 11 1a)

 
 

Paymentinformation: 

Submitted with Payment no  
File Listing:

Document DocumentDescription File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part/.zip| (if appl.)

197993

679acddb6cd1656103fa0a2399deaesel3fd]
ddd

Response to Pre-Exam Sequence Notice ResponseToMissingParts.pdf

Warnings: 

Information: 
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 197993

This AcknowledgementReceipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable.It serves as evidenceof receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54)will be issued in due course and the date shownonthis
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application asa
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
If a new internationalapplication is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the internationalfiling date of
the application.
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number
Substitute for Form PTO-875 14/728 ,349

APPLICATIONAS FILED - PART | OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY

|FOR NUMBER FILED|NUMBER EXTRA
BASIC. Teal(27 CFR 1.16(a), (6), of (c))
SEARGH Ee
(37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m)) N/A N/AEXAMINATION FEE
(37 CFR1.16(0), (p), or(q)) N/A N/A

TOTAL CLAIMS(37 CFR1. 16(i) 20 minus 20fo
ROEPENDENT CLAIMS(37 CFR1. 16(h minus 3 {oo

If the specification and drawings exceed 100
APPLICATION SIZE|sheets of paper, the application size fee due is
FEE $310 ($155 for small entity) tor each additional
(37 GFR 1.16(s)} 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C.

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s).

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16(j))

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

OTHER THAN

(Golumn 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITYCLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER ADDITIONAL

AFTER PREVIOUSLY ( .AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total Minus

(27 CFR 1.16(i))

(37 CFR 1.16(h))

Application Size Fee (87 CFR 1.16(s
AMENDMENTA

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

iGolumn 1) (Golumn 2) (Column 3)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA RATES) FEE($) RATES) FEE($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR
Total Minus

(37 CFR 1.16(i)}
Independent Minus.

(37 CFR 1.18(h))

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

AMENDMENTB
* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3.

* Ifthe "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter "20".
“* If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 3, enter "3".

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1.
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Untrrep Srares ParEN'r AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1440

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450wwwuspto gov
 

 
    

APPLICATION LILINGor GRP AR’

NUMBER 371) DATE UNE E REC'D ATTY.DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIMSIND CLAIMS
14/728,349 06/02/2015 2642 0 REID-085C1

CONFIRMATION NO.5346
26797 FILING RECEIPT

21701StevensCreek Boulevard, #284 TEACCA
CUPERTINO, CA 95015

Date Mailed: 06/12/2015

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented onthis receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please
submit a written requestfor a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts” for this application, please submit
any correctionsto this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processesthe reply
to the Notice, the USPTOwill generate anotherFiling Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Inventor(s)
Xiangzhen Xie, Shenzhen, CHINA;
Liang Seng Koh, Fremont, CA;
Hsin Pan, Fremont, CA;

Applicant(s)
RFCyber Corporation, Fremont, CA;

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 26797

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This application is a CON of 13/853,937 03/29/2013 PAT 9047601
which claims benefit of 61/618,802 04/01/2012
and is a CIP of 13/850,832 01/16/2012
whichis a CIP of 11/534,653 09/24/2006 PAT 8118218

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution
Highway program at the USPTO.Please see http:/Avww.uspto.gov for more information.) - None.
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheetin order to constitute a claim to
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 06/10/2015
The country code and numberof your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 14/728,349
Projected Publication Date: To Be Determined - pending completion of Corrected Papers
Non-Publication Request: No
Early Publication Request: No
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** SMALL ENTITY **
Title

Method and apparatus for mobile payments

Preliminary Class

455

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughoutthe territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifies thefiling
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent” and doesnoteliminate the need of applicantstofile additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordancewith its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. Thefiling of a U.S. patent application
serves as a requestfor a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance as to the status of applicant's licensefor foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199,orit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://(www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Awww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HALT(1-866-999-4258).
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Suchlicenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whetheror not a license may be required as
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope andlimitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scape has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant ofa license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774): the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOT GRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOESNOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreignfile the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b).
 

SelectUSA

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for
business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to
promote andfacilitate business investment. SelectUSAprovides information assistanceto the international investor
community; serves as an ombudsmanfor existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states,
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic developmentorganizations on investment
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop
technology, manufacture products,deliver services, and grow your business, visit http:/Awww.SelectUSA.govorcall
+1-202-482-6800.
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2G

 
Untrrep Srares ParEN'r AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSPO Box 1440

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450wwwuspto gov
 APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

14/728,349 06/02/2015 Xiangzhen Xie RFID-085C1
CONFIRMATION NO.5346

26797 FORMALITIES LETTER

LogicPatents, LLC

21701 Stevens Creek Boulevard, #284 IOUTAA000000075691719
CUPERTINO, CA 95015

Date Mailed: 06/12/2015

NOTICE TO FILE CORRECTED APPLICATION PAPERS

Filing Date Granted

An application number andfiling date have been accordedto this application. The application is informal since
it does not comply with the regulations for the reason(s) indicated below. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS
from the date of this Notice within which to correct the informalities indicated below. Extensions of time may be
obtainedbyfiling a petition accompanied by the extension fee underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

The required item(s) identified below mustbe timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

« Replacement drawings in compliance with 37 CFR 1.84 and 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required. The drawings
submitted are not acceptable because:

«More than onefigure is present and eachfigure is not labeled "Fig." with a consecutive Arabic numeral(1,
2, etc.) or an Arabic numeral and capital letter in the English alphabet(A, B, etc.)(see 37 CFR 1.84(u)(1)).
See Figure(s) 1, 2, 6D. A brief description of the several views of the drawings (see 37 CFR 1.74)
should be added or amendedto correspond to the corrected numbering of the figures. See also 37 CFR
1.77(b)(9).

The following item(s) appear to have been omitted from the application:

* Figure(s) 1A, 1B describedin the specification.

Applicant mustreply to this notice within the time period set forth in this notice to avoid abandonmentof
this application. Applicant must select one of the three following options and the reply must comply with the
requirements set forth in the selected option and any other requirements setforth in this notice. The reply should
also indicate which option applicant has selected.

I. Petition for date of deposit: Should applicant contend that the above-noted omitted item(s) wasin fact
deposited in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) with the nonprovisional application papers, a copy of
this Notice and a petition (and the petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(f) with evidence of such deposit must be
filed within TWO MONTHSofthe date of this Notice. The petition fee will be refundedif it is determined that the
item(s) was received by the USPTO. THIS TWO MONTH PERIOD IS EXTENDABLE UNDER37 CFR1.136(a)
or (b).

Il. Petition for later filing date: Should applicant desire to supply the omitted item(s) and accept the date that
such omitted item(s) wasfiled in the USPTOasthefiling date of the above-identified application, a copy of this
Notice, the omitted item(s), and a petition under 37 CFR 1.182 with the petition fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(f)
requesting the later filing date mustbefiled within TWO MONTHSofthe date of this Notice. THIS TWO MONTH
PERIOD IS EXTENDABLE UNDER37 CFR 1.136(a) or(b).
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Applicant is advised that generally the filing fee required for an applicationis the filing fee in effect on the filing
date accorded the application and that paymentof the requisite basic filing fee on a date later than thefiling date
of the application requires payment of a surcharge (37 CFR 1.16(f)). To avoid processing delays and payment
of a surcharge, applicant should submit any balance due for the requisite filing fee based onthe later filing date
being requested when submitting the omitted item(s) and the petition (and petition fee) requesting the later filing
date.

Ill. Acceptance of application as deposited: Applicant may accept the application as deposited in the USPTO
by filing an appropriate amendmentas set forth in either (A) or (B) below within TWO MONTHSofthe date of this
Notice. THIS TWO MONTH PERIOD IS EXTENDABLE UNDER37 CFR1.136(a) or (b) . The application will
maintainafiling date as of the date of deposit of the application papers in the USPTO, and original application
papers(i.e., the original disclosure of the invention)will include only those application papers presentin the
USPTOonthe date of deposit. A petition is not required for this option.
(A) If applicant wants to accept the application as deposited without adding the subject matter that was in the
omitted item (€.g., a missing page or figure), applicant is required to submit one or moreof the following items
without adding any new matter (see 35 U.S.C. 132(a)):

1. For a missing pageof the specification,
a) a substitute specification including claims that amendsthe specification to renumber the pages

consecutively and cancels any incomplete sentences, and
b) a statement that the substitute specification includes no new matter, in compliance with 37 CFR

1.121(6)(3) and 1.125;
2. For a missing figure of the drawings,

a) replacement drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) to renumber the drawing figures
consecutively (if necessary),

b) a substitute specification excluding claims that amendsthe specification to cancel any references to any
omitted drawing(s) and corrects the referencesin the specification to the drawing figures to correspond
with any relabeled drawing figures, and

c) a statementthat the substitute specification includes no new matter, in compliance with 37 CFR
1.121(b)(3) and 1.125;

3. For a missing page of the claim listing only, a replacementclaim listing with the claims renumbered
consecutively or, if amendmentto the claims is also necessary, then a complete claim listing in compliance
with 37 CFR 1.121(c);

4. For a missing or unreadable compactdisc,
a) a substitute specification (excluding the claims) deleting the reference to the compactdisc andthefiles

contained on the compactdisc, and
b) a statementthat the substitute specification includes no new matter, in compliance with 37 CFR

1.121(b)(3) and 1.125; and
5. For a missing or unreadablefile submitted on a compactdisc,

a) a substitute specification (excluding the claims) deleting the reference to the missing or unreadablefile,
and a statementthat the substitute specification includes no new matter, in compliance with 37 CFR
1.121(b)(3) and 1.125; and

b) a replacementtransmittal letter listing all of the files except the missing or unreadablefile in compliance
with 37 CFR 1.52(e)(3)(ii).

(B) Alternatively, if applicant wants to accept the application as deposited but wishes to add the subject matter in
the omitted item (e.g., a missing page or figure) by relying on an incorporation by reference under 37 CFR 1.57 or
other portions of the original disclosure, applicant is required to submit one or more of the following items without
adding any new matter (see 35 U.S.C. 132(a)):

1. To add the subject matter in a missing page of specification,
a) a substitute specification excluding claims and
b) a statement that the substitute specification includes no new matter, in compliance with 37 CFR

1.121(b)(3) and 1.125;
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2. To add a missing figure of the drawings, new and replacement drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR
1.121(d);

3. To add the subject matter in a missing pageof the claim listing, a complete claim listing in compliance with 37
CFR 1.121(c) (e.g., a claim in the missing page should be submitted as a new claim);

4. To add the subject matter in a missing or unreadable compactdisc,
a) a replacement compactdisc and a duplicate copy of the compact disc, in compliance with 37 CFR 1.52(e);

and

b) a statementthat the replacement compact disc contains no new matter in compliance with 37 CFR
1.52(e)(4); and,

5. To add the subject matter in a missing or unreadablefile submitted on a compactdisc,
a) a replacement compactdisc that containsall of the files listed in the specification including the missing or

unreadable file and a duplicate copy of the compactdisc, in compliance with 37 CFR 1.52(e); and
b) a statementthat the replacement compact disc contains no new matter in compliance with 37 CFR

1.52(e)(4).

If applicant is relying on an incorporation by reference under 37 GFR 1.57 to add the omitted subject matter, then
applicant must also comply with the requirements of 37 CFR 1.57.

Applicant is cautioned that correction of the above items may cause the specification and drawings page countto
exceed 100 pages.If the specification and drawings exceed 100 pages,applicant will need to submit the required
application size fee.

Replies must be received in the USPTO within the set time period or mustinclude a proper Certificate of Mailing
or Transmission under 37 CFR 1.8 with a mailing or transmission date within the set time period. For more
information and a suggested format, see Form PTO/SB/92 and MPEP 512.

Replies should be mailed to:

Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria VA 22313-1450

Registered users of EFS-Web mayalternatively submit their reply to this notice via EFS-Web, including a copy
of this Notice and selecting the document description "Applicant response to Pre-Exam Formalities Notice”.
https ://sportal.uspto.gov/authenticate/AuthenticateUserLocalEPE.html

For more information about EFS-Webplease call the USPTO Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197 or
visit our website at http:/Awww.uspto.gov/ebc.

If you are not using EFS-Web to submit yourreply, you must include a copyofthis notice.

Questions aboutthe contents of this notice and the

requirementsit sets forth should be directed to the Office
of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit, at

(571) 272-4000 or (571) 272-4200 or 1-888-786-0101.

/tlulu/
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Approved for use thraugh 01/3
3. Patent and Trademark Offic  

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CER 3.73(5)

| Applicant/Patent Owner, RFCyber Corporation
 

Application No./Partent Na.: st Filedilissue Date: !
| Titieg. Method and apparatus for setiling payments using mobile devices
  

p8 (Name of Assignee} (Type of Assignes, ¢.g., corporation, parinerstp, university, gavernment agency, etc.)

| states that, for the patent anplication/patent identified above, it is (choose one of options 1, 2. 3 or 4 below):

The assignee of the entire right, title, and interest.

assignee of less than the entire right, title. and interest (check applicable box}:
Th ay ’The extent (oy percentage) of its ownership interestis%, Additional Statement(s) by the owners

nolding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for 100%of the ownership interest.

There are unspecified percentages of ownershig. The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire
ttle and interest are:

 

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s} holding the balanceof the interest must be submitied to account for the entire
right, tide, and interest.

lete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made).
re ight, ttle, and interest are:

Adcitional Stalemeni(s) by the owner(s} h q the n f the : qe oc for the entire
right, tide, and interest.

A 4, CI The recipient, via a court proceeding or the like 2-8.Dankniptey,vie)she é entirety (aj complete transfer of ownership interest was

The interest identified in optian 1, 2 or 3 above(not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose one of options A or B below}:

A. ai An assignment from the Inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in
; the United Siates Patent and Trademark Cifice at Reel rame , or for which a copy

thereof is attached.

fe. i A chain of ttle from the inventor(s), of the patent appiication/patent identified above, to the current assignee aa follows:
‘From: To: 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

, Frame , oF for which a copy thereof is attached.
Ta: 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Ree! . Frame , or for which a copy thereofis attached.

[Frage1ofro

 
 ime you etoc iis f g sforred rou be sent to the Chief informationice, WS. Deparimer FEES OR COMPLETED F: C \

TS: Commissioner tor‘Patents, P.O, ‘Box 1450, “Alexandria, vA.“92513-"4450,
 ec

  

fyou needassistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 andselect option 2.
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Aporaved for
Patent and Trademark Off

 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Regi . Frame _ or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

Ta:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

JFrame_ of for which a copy thereof is attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel . Frame _or for which a copy thereof is attached.

iuppiemental sheetis).

Ma MwAs required by 37 CFR 3.7S{ch 13d), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original ownerto the
aesignes was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (.e., @ true copyof the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment
Division in accordance with 87 CFR Part 3, to record the assignmentin the records of the USPTO. Sea MPEP 262.08]

The undersigned (whosetitle is supplied below} is authorized to act on behalf of the assignea.

{joe zheng / 03/26/2013
Signature

Joe Zheng
ned Name ier
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ASSIGNMENT OF PATENT APPLICATION

Whereas Lan undersigned inventor, have invented certa

set forth in the patent application entitled:

 
in new and useful improvements as

Method and apparatus for settling payments using mobile devices

(Docket No. RPTD-55)}, (check one

 

 
for which ] have

which bears b

whieh is a Lis. provissoapplication. |Aecompanying)
S. patent @pPHicaion Of CVOT date herewith, (Ace  
  

   
. [Not accommanyaig}

Teed

<3

leration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby
sianed iovents

For good and valaableco.

acknowiledged, i, an unde
 
 ereby: 

a transfer ta RL
ess at 4yé60° wh

e right, dle and interest in any and all imp
disclosed in, applications based apon, and patents Gncluding foretg
priority) granted upon, the above-ret saced application,

 
 
  

  :US 
“ASSIG Ni aECP NADEAE  i5 Bateentsaanheteecaroleuit

 

  a) Authorize and request the Commissioner of Patents to issue any and all Letters Patents
ting from said application orany division. continuation, substitute, renewal, re-examinalion or

saisene thereafio the ASSIGh

  
  

  fei

 

 
 

ASSIGNEE’ s expense,
: the prosecution of said

f, foreign: applications based th
the onnforcementbof saceaisresalting fi anm Such applications.

i papers and documents and, ¢
 

ary’ in Conn 
 

 

y any actsehare reasonpeiNELESSA’ pe icreon, anor

 
  

a} Agree that tthe terms, covenants and conditions of thi
the ASSIGNEE, its successors, assigns and other Jegal rep  

 
 

imventar, as well as the Inventor’s heirs, legal representatives and assigns.

3} Warrant and represent that [ have not entered, and will not enter info any assignment,
wecontract, or anderstanding that conflicts with this assignment.i

 

&)} Authorize and request my representative fo insert above the application No. in orderid assist
with recordal of this assigumrent.

 

 Signed on the date indicated be & RY SssighAATUTS.

lL inventor Signature:

3>. Inventor Signature:

ae = = se i?Ee a Signa fare:
 

RFID-O85 Page 4 of 1
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ASSIGNMENT OF PATENT APPLICATION

Whereas 1, an undersigned inventor, have invented certaln newand usefil improvements as
set forth in the patent application entitled:

Method and apparatus for settling payments using mobile devices

(Docket No. RFID-085}, (check one)

¢ which I have exesuted a LS. patent application an even date herewith. (Accompanying)
vihich|bears US. application No. _ Not avoompanging’
vhich isa LS, prov istonal appl iCSUNL. (Accompanying)

 
 

   

For goad and valuable consideration, the receipt and aufficioncy of which is hereby
acknowledged, i, an undersigned inventor, hereby:

i} Sell, assign and transfer to RECyber Comp., a corporation in the State ofCaliforniaom a
principal place of business at 4140 Technology Drive, Suite A, Fremont, CA 94538, US
(@ASSHONEE’), theentire right, Utle and interest im amyand all improvements and inventions
disclosed in, applications based upon, and patents (including foreign patents and the right to claim
priority} granted upon, the above-referenced application.

 

23 Authorize and request the Commissioner of Patents to issue anyand all Letters Patentsresulting from said application or any division, continuation, substitute, waa re-examination or
reissue thersofte the ASSTONET.

 33 Agree to execute all paners and docutnents and, entirely at the ASSTONER’s expense,
performanyacts which are reasonably necessary in connection with the prosecution of
application, as well as anyderivativeapplicaons thereof, forsian applications based thereon, and/or

 

the enforcement ofpatents resulting fromsuck applications.

4} Agree that the terms, covenants and conditions ofthis assignmentshall inure to the benefit of 

the ASSIGNEE,its successors, assigns and other legal representative, and shall be binding uponthe
inventor, as well ag the inventor's heirs, legal representatives and assigns.

 

3} Warrant and represent thai T havenot entered, and will not enter into anyassignment,
contract, of understandingthat cxaifiicts with this aaslgnment.

6} Authorize and request myrepresentative to insert above the application No. in order to assist
with recordal afthis assignment.

Signed on the dateindicated beside my shemature.

invertor Signaturn: — cguscais DN cccceueeeneneeee

Ainge : Xie
 

  2. Inventor Signature: a Dette:

3, laventor Signature: ee Date
Hsin Pan

RFIO-085 Page 1 of t
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Docket No.: RFID-085C1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

UTILITY PATENT APPLICATION

FOR

Method and apparatus for mobile payments

Inventor(s): Xiangzhen Xie
C505, Long Tai Xuan, Nanguang Village
NanshangDistrict
Shenzhen, Guangdong Province, 518051, China
Citizenship: P. R. China

Liang Seng Koh
41291 Carmen Street

Fremont, CA 94539, USA

Citizenship: USA

Hsin Pan

2374 Olive Avenue

Fremont, CA 94539, USA
Citizenship: USA.

Express Mail Label # E-filing Date of Deposit: June 2, 2015
| hereby certify that this paper or fee is being deposited with the United States Postal
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Method and apparatus for mobile payments

Xiangzhen Xie

Liang Seng Koh

Hsin Pan

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation of co-pending US Pat. App. Serial

No.: 13/853,937 filed on 03/29/2013, now US Pat. No.: 9,047,601 issued

on 06/02/2015.

BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention is generally related to the area of electronic

commerce.Particularly, the present invention is related to a mobile device configured

to settle payments using a mobile device reading electronic bills or invoices off from

another mobile device in a near field communication range.

The Background of Related Art

[0002] For manycredit or debit card transactions, the payment processis

started by a customerasking for a bill when checking out a purchase. A cashier or

service memberbrings a bill to the customerfor verification. The customer then hands

out a credit/debit card to the service member. The service memberbrings the card to a

Point of Sales (POS) countertoinitiate a transaction payment. The service member

then brings back a receipt to the customerfor signature to authorize the transaction. It

is a lengthy processthat typically takes a couple of minutes or much longer when the

service memberhasto take care of multiple payment transactionsat a time. In

addition, in the case for the debit card transactions, the process may be even more

troublesome when a PIN is needed to authorize the transaction at the POS.
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[0003] There is a need to simplify the payment process. With the advancement

in mobile devices, it is anticipated that many consumerswill carry one with them. Thus

there is an opportunity of using a mobile device to quickly settle the payment at a point

of sale (POS).

SUMMARYOF THE INVENTION

[0004] This section is for the purpose of summarizing some aspects of the

presentinvention and to briefly introduce some preferred embodiments.

Simplifications or omissions may be made to avoid obscuring the purpose of the

section. Such simplifications or omissions are not intendedto limit the scope of the

present invention.

[0005] The present invention is related to techniques for mobile devices

configured to support settlement of chargesin electronic invoices orbills. According to

one aspect of the present invention, a mobile device embedded with a secure element

generates oris loaded with an electronic invoice. When the mobile device is brought to

a consumerwith an NFC mobile device, the data including the electronic invoice and

other information regarding the mobile device or an ownerthereofis read off wirelessly

into the NFC mobile device. After the userverifies the amount being charged and

authorizes the payment, the NFC mobile device communicates with a payment

gateway or network for payment that is configured to proceed with the paymentin

accordance with a chosen payment method.

[0006] According to another aspectof the present invention, the mobile device

is a contactless card or part of a point of sale (POS) machine used to generate the

electronic invoice. One embodimentof the present invention provides unanticipated

benefits and advantagesin an application in which a payment process would

otherwise have to be involved in more than one contacts between a merchant and the

consumer. Oneof such applications is a payment process in a restaurant, where a

consumeris given a checkfirst for verification and a chanceto add a gratitude before
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a final charge is determined and paid. Using the NFC mobile device, the consumer

can finish the payment using a chosen payment methodat the point of sale without

further contacting the merchant.

[0007] Accordingto still another aspect of the present invention, a consumer

uses his/her mobile device, per the data received therein, to settle the payment

process with a payment network, where the payment network may be an existing

paymentinfrastructure (e.g., money transfer or credit card/debit). A payment response

is sent to the merchant once a paymentis delivered to a designated account by the

merchant.

[0008] Accordingto still another aspect of the present invention, the mobile

device being used by the consumeris itself an electronic purse. Thus the consumer

operates his/her mobile device to settle the charge once the electronic invoiceis

received and displayed thereon.

[0009] Accordingto still another aspect of the present invention, the mobile

device used by the consumeris a nearfield communication (NFC) device and being

part of a mobile payment ecosystem in which various parties are work with each other

in orderfor the mobile payment ecosystem successful. Via a server(e.g., implemented

as a manager) configured to provide whatis referred to herein as Trusted Service

Management (TSM), the secure element in the mobile device can be remotely

personalized and various applications or modules can be downloaded, updated,

managed or replaced after they are respectively provisioned via the Trusted Service

Manager(i.e., the TSM server). One of the modules being installed in the POS

machine or an NFC device used by the merchantis referred to as Smart Bill Payment.

The module is configured to facilitate the communication between the merchant (its

device) and the user(his/her mobile device) and the data exchange therebetween,

where the mobile device being used bythe useris installed with a corresponding

application related to Smart Bill Payment.

[0010] One important features, advantages and benefits in the present invention

is to facilitate the settlement of charges using an NFC mobile device to read off data

pertaining to an electronic invoice. The present invention may be implemented as a
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single device, a server, a system or a part of system. It is believed that various

implementations may lead to results that may not be achieved conventionally.

[0011] According to one embodiment, the present invention is a method for

settling a payment, the method comprises: providing a software module to be

executed in a first mobile device embedded with a secure element, wherein the secure

element has been personalized and the software moduleis provisioned with the

personalized secure element, the first mobile device is configured to include data

pertaining to an electronic invoice; receiving a payment request from a second mobile

device after a user of the second mobile device authorizes the paymentto the

electronic invoice transported wirelessly from thefirst mobile device, wherein the

second mobile device is a near-field communication device and is configured to

execute an application that communicates with the software modulein the first mobile

device to read the data off from the first mobile device; verifying the payment request;

and sending a payment responseto a userofthefirst mobile device after the payment

request is processed. In the embodiment, the second mobile device includes a display

screen and is caused to display the electronic invoice when the data is in the second

mobile device.

[0012] According to another embodiment, the present invention is a gateway

providedfor settling a payment, the gateway mayinclude a server or a collection of

servers. The gateway comprises a portal providing a software module to be

downloaded and executedin a first mobile device embedded with a secure element,

wherein the secure element has been personalized and the software module is

provisioned with the personalized secure element, the first mobile device is configured

to include data pertaining to an electronic invoice. The gateway further comprises a

server that includes: a processor and a store, coupled to the processor, for code to be

executed in the processor to cause the server to perform operationsof:

receiving a payment request from a second mobile device after a user of the

second mobile device authorizes the paymentto the electronic invoice

transported wirelessly from the first mobile device, wherein the second mobile

device is a near-field communication device and is configured to execute an
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application that communicates with the software module in the first mobile

device to read the data off from the first mobile device;

verifying the payment request; and

sending a payment response to a userofthe first mobile device after the

payment requestis processed.

[0013] Other objects, features, and advantagesof the present invention will

become apparent upon examining the following detailed description of an embodiment

thereof, taken in conjunction with the attached drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] The invention will be readily understood bythe following detailed

description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference

numerals designatelike structural elements, and in which:

[0015] FIG. 1A shows a system configuration according to one embodimentof

the present invention, where the payment network represents a collection of services

or networks provided to settle payments via a financial institution;

[0016] FIG. 1B shows a flowchart or processof settling a payment according to

one embodiment, where the process may be implemented in software or a

combination of software and hardware;

[0017] FIG. 2A shows a mobile payment ecosystem in which related parties are

shownin order for the mobile payment ecosystem successful;

[0018] FIG. 2B showsa flowchart or process of provisioning one or more

applications according to one embodiment;

[0010] FIG. 2C showsa data flowillustrating various interactions among

different parties when an application is being provisioned in one embodiment;

[0011] FIG. 2D showsa data flow amongdifferent entities wnen preparing the

application data in provisioning an application;

[0012] FIG. 2E showsa flowchart or processfor locking or disabling an installed

application;
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[0013] FIG. 2F shows an exemplary architecture diagram of a portable device

enabled as an e-purse conducting e-commerce and m-commerce, according to one

embodimentof the present invention;

[0014] FIG. 3A is a block diagram of related modules interacting with each other

to achieve whatis referred to herein as e-purse personalization by an authorized

personnel (a.k.a., personalizing a mobile device or a secure element therein while

provisioning an application);

[0015] FIG. 3B showsa block diagram of related modules interacting with each

other to achieve whatis referred to herein as e-purse personalization by a user of the

e-purse;

[0016] FIG. 3C showsa flowchart or process of personalizing an e-purse

according to one embodiment of the present invention;

[0017] FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B show together a flowchart or processof financing,

funding, load or top-up an e-purse according to one embodimentof the present

invention;

[0018] FIG. 4C shows an exemplary block diagram of related blocks interacting

with each other to achieve the process FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B;

[0019] FIG. 5A is a diagram showing a first exemplary architecture of a portable

device for enabling e-commerce and m-commercefunctionalities over a cellular

communications network(i.e., 3G, LTE or GPRS network), according an embodiment

of the present invention;

[0020] FIG. 5B is a diagram showing a second exemplary architecture of a

portable device for enabling e-commerce and m-commerce functionalities over a wired

and/or wireless data network(e.g., Internet), according another embodiment of the

present invention;

[0021] FIG. 5C is a flowchartillustrating an exemplary process of enabling the

portable device of FIG. 5A for services/applications provided by one or more service

providers in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;
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[0022] FIG. 6A is a diagram showing an exemplary architecture, in which a

portable device is enabled as a mobile POS conducting e-commerce and m-

commerce, according to one embodiment of the present invention;

[0023] FIG. 6B is a diagram showing an exemplary architecture, in which a

portable device is enabled as a mobile POS conducting a transaction upload operation

over a network, according to an embodimentof the present invention;

[0024] FIG. 6C is a flowchartillustrating an exemplary process of conducting m-

commerceusing the portable device enabled as a mobile POS with an e-token

enabled device as a single functional card in accordance with one embodimentof the

presentinvention;

[0025] FIG. 6Dis a flowchartillustrating an exemplary process of conducting m-

commerceusing the portable device enabled as a mobile POS against a an e-token

enabled device as a multi-functional card; and

[0026] FIG. 7 is a diagram depicting an exemplary configuration in which a

portable device used for an e-ticking application.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0019] In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth to

provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. The present invention may

be practiced without these specific details. The description and representation herein

are the means used by those experienced orskilled in the art to effectively convey the

substance oftheir work to others skilled in the art. In other instances, well-known

methods, procedures, components,and circuitry have not been described in detail

since they are already well understood and to avoid unnecessarily obscuring aspects

of the present invention.

[0020] Reference herein to “one embodiment” or “an embodiment” meansthat a

particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the

embodiment can be included in at least one implementation of the invention. The

appearancesof the phrase “in one embodiment’or “in the embodiment”in various
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placesin the specification are not necessarily all referring to the same embodiment,

nor are separate or alternative embodiments mutually exclusive of other embodiments.

Further, the order of blocks in process, flowcharts or functional diagrams representing

one or more embodiments do notinherently indicate any particular order nor imply

limitations in the invention. As usedin this specification and the appended claims, the

singular forms "a," "an," and "the" include plural referents unless the context clearly

dictates otherwise. It should also be noted that the term "or" is generally employed in

its sense including "and/or" unless the context clearly dictates otherwise.

[0021] Embodiments of the present invention are discussed herein with

reference to FIGS. 1A - 7. However, thoseskilled in the art will readily appreciate that

the detailed description given herein with respect to thesefigures is for explanatory

purposesonly as the invention extends beyond theselimited embodiments.

[0022] Near Field Communication (NFC) presents significant business

opportunities when used in mobile devices for applications such as payment, transport

ticketing, loyalty, physical access control, and other exciting new services. To support

this fast evolving business environment, various NFC-enabled mobile phones or

devices are being advanced to support various usesin dailylife.

[0023] FIG. 1A shows a system configuration 100 according to one embodiment

of the present invention. A network 102 represents a collection of services or networks

provided to settle payments by a financial institution. In other words, it is a system

providing services to electronically transfer moneyor settle payments. What makesit a

system is that it employs cash-substitutes as the traditional payments are negotiable

instruments such as drafts (e.g., checks) and documentary credits, such as letter of

credits. With the advent of computers and electronic communications, a large number

of alternative electronic payment systems have emerged. Theseinclude debit

cards, credit cards, electronic funds transfers, direct credits, direct debits, internet

banking and e-commerce payment systems. Payment systemsare used in lieu of

tendering cash in domestic and international transactions and consist of a major

service provided by banks andotherfinancial institutions.
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[0024] The payment system or network 102 may be physical or electronic and

has its own procedures and protocols. An example of the payment system that has

becomeglobally available is Visa or Master Card, a true global credit card and

automated teller machine network. Both merchants and consumers use the payment

system to settle transactions.

[0025] According to one embodiment, a payment gateway 104 includes a server

or a collection of servers configured to provide an application that may be installed in a

mobile device for a user thereof to enjoy one of the benefits in the present invention.

The application named smartbill payment herein is published in the Internet and may

be downloaded from a designated place (e.g., a portal provided by a server). A user

uses a mobile device to download the application and install it in the mobile device.

The application may be automatically or manually executed to authorize a payment to

a displayed electronic invoice, wherein the electronic invoice is generated or produced

from a data exchange with anotherdevice via a secure elementin the mobile device.

Unless otherwise explicitly indicated, the term of “mobile device”, “computing device”,

“smart phone’, “portable device’, “handset”or the like will be interchangeably used

herein, but those skilled in the art will understand the description herein shall be

equally applicable to other devices such as a wearable watch,a tablet, a laptop

computer, and other portable computing device with the capability of near field

communication (NFC).

[0026] Referenced by 106 is a device at a point of sale (POS), herein a POS

device. Depending on implementation, the POS device 106 may comeas a single

device (e.g., an NFC device) or a stationary device with one or more portable devices

(e.g., contactless cards). One of the purposesfor the device 106 is to generate an

electronic bill (or invoice) to be loaded to a portable device 108 (e.g., a contactless

card or an NFC device) for contacting with an NFC device of a consumerfor

settlement of the invoice.

[0027] According to one embodiment, the POS device is a single device

embedded with a secure element. The single device may be an NFC devicethatis

used to enter information to generate an invoice. For example, a customer has

10
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ordered several dishes in a restaurant, a casher enters the individual charges for the

dishes in the NFC device that generates a bill showing the total including the sale tax

and sometimesthe tips. The casheror a waiter brings the NFC device to the customer

for authorization and payment. According to another embodiment, the POS device

includes a stationary device corresponding to 106 of FIG. 1A and one or more

contactless cards corresponding to 108 of FIG. 1A. The stationary device is used by

the casherto enter charging information to generate an invoice. A contactless card is

loaded with the electronic invoice and brought to the customer for authorization and

payment. In the following description, unless specifically stated, a POS device means

either one of the cases and will be describedasif it is a single device. Given the

detailed description herein, those skilled in the art can fully appreciate what a POS

device means whenpracticing one embodimentof the present invention.

[0028] As will be further described below, the POS device is embedded with a

secure element. It is the secure element that provides the security and confidentiality

required to support secure data communication between two devices, and facilitates

the communication between a mobile device and a server. In general, a secure

element (SE) is a tamper-resistant platform (e.g., a single-chip secure microcontroller)

capable of securely hosting applications and their confidential and cryptographic data

(e.g., key management) in accordancewith the rules and security requirements set

forth by a set of well-identified trusted authorities. The commonform factors of SE

include: Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC), embedded SE and microSD. Both

the UICC and microSD are removable. In one embodimentof the invention, a software

module is configured to act as an SE and upgradable by overwriting some orall of the

componentstherein. Regardless of the form factors, each form factorlinks to a

different business implementation and satisfies a different market need. For a secure

element to be used, it has to be personalized. The details of personalizing a secure

element may be found in co-pending US App. Ser. No.: 13/749,696 which is hereby

incorporated by reference.

[0029] According to one embodiment, a software module (e.g., an applet),

referred to herein as smart bill payment applet, corresponding to an application as

described above,is loaded in the POS device and provisioned with the secure element

11
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therein. The module may be published by a service provider operating the gateway or

server 104 and downloadable to an NFC device over a wireless or wired network.

Once downloaded, the module must be provisioned with the service provider so that

secure data may be exchanged with the server 104. Co-pending US App.Ser. No.:

13/749,696 describes the details of provisioning an application with a personalized

secure element, which is hereby incorporated by reference.

[0030] FIG. 1B shows a flowchart or process 120 of settling a payment

according to one embodimentof the present invention. The process 120 may be

implemented in software or a combination of software and hardware. Without any

implied limitations, the process 120 may be better understood in conjunction of FIG.

1A.

[0031] To facilitate the description of the process 120,it is assumed that a

customer has dinned in a restaurant, where the restaurant has installed a POS device

that includes a stationary device for a casher to manage/input various charging data to

generate a bill for the customer. Tne POS device also includes a reader exchanging

data with one or more contactless cards. In other words, after the casher enters the

necessaryinformation, an electronic bill is generated and loaded into a contactless

card.

[0032] At the end of the dinning, a waiter lets a casher prepare a check(i.¢e., a

bill) on a POS machine corresponding to 106 of FIG. 1. The POS machine generates

an electronicbill that is transported to a contactless card at 122, where the contactless

card is embedded with a personalized secure element. At 124, the waiter brings the

contactless card to the customer. The customeruses his mobile device to read the

contactless card at 126. As described above, the mobile device is assumed to have

been installed with a corresponding smartbill application. Upon detecting the

contactless card in the near field, the smart bill application is executed and readsoff

data pertaining to the electronic bill from the contactless card at 128 and subsequently

displays the electronic bill on a screen of the mobile device for the consumerto verify.

Unlike a traditional invoice commonly seen on a screen, the electronic bill in the

contactless card and being transferred from the contactless card to the mobile device

12
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includes security information of a registered user associated with the restaurant or the

merchant. The security information includes, but may not be limited to, an account and

bank information of the restaurant, the identifier of the secure elementin the

contactless card or the POS device. In one embodiment, the data also includes an

address ora link from which the merchantgets a notification(i.e., the payment

response) whenthe chargeis settled. Depending on the implementation, the

notification may be sent to a designated mobile device as a short message or an email

message.

[0033] Upon seeing the displayed bill being displayed on a display screen, the

customer may choose a methodto settle the invoice. Depending on implementation,

the customer may chooseto settle the charge with an electronic wallet or purse (a.k.a.,

e-purse) already created in the mobile device, cash, a traditional credit or debit card,

an electronic transfer/payment or others. The settlement with e-purse will be further

detailed below.

[0034] FIG. 1B is providedto illustrate one embodimentof using the electronic

payment, a type of money transfer service provided by the payment gateway 102 as

shownin FIG. 1A. At 130, the customer has chosenthe electronic payment thatis

providedby the installed smart bill application and enters how muchto be paid against

the bill. It shall be noted that the consumer may enter more than what is being charged

in the invoice as a tip to the service provided by the restaurant. Once the total amount

is entered by the consumer, at 132, the application (i.e., the mobile device) sends a

payment requestincluding the data pertaining to the electronic bill to the server 104 for

processing. As further described late herein, in one embodiment, the data exchange

between the mobile device and the gateway 102 is conducted in a secured channel

established in accordancewith the security information in the data pertaining to the

electronic invoice.

[0035] Upon receiving the payment request, the server 104 is configured to

verify if the amount entered by the consumeris sufficient to cover the chargein thebill

at 134. If the amountis less than what is being chargedin the bill, for example, the

consumer may enter a wrong numberor a typo in the number, the server 104 would

13
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return the payment request to the mobile device. Upon receiving the rejection, the bill

application in the mobile device displays the rejection to get attention from the

consumerso that an appropriate step may be taken to proceed with the payment. If

the amountis equal or more than what is being charged (e.g., the consumerdesires to

includea tip on top of the charge), the server 104 proceeds with the payment request

at 136.

[0036] As shownin FIG. 1B, the server 104 receives the payment request

authorized by the consumer and proceeds with the payment request in conjunction

with the payment network 102. In one embodiment, the server 104 provides a payment

service similar to Paypal commonly used in US and othercountries or Alipay mainly

used in China. Oncethe transaction is complete or denied, the server 104 sends a

notice to the merchant(e.g., the restaurant).

[0037] Asindicated above, in one embodiment, the device 110 of FIG. 1A is

configured to function as an electronic purse or e-purse that may be usedto directly

settle a charge being displayed on a display screen thereof. The following description

details how the e-purse works in a mobile payment ecosystem.

[0038] Referring now to FIG. 2A,it shows a mobile payment ecosystem 200 in

which related parties are involved in order for the mobile payment ecosystem

successful. According to one embodiment, an NFC deviceis allowed to install or

download one or more applications from respective designated servers 202(i.e.,

application managementproviders), where the applications are originally developed by

developers 204 and distributed by service providers 210, application management

providers 202 orothers.It is assumed that the secure element 206 provided by a

secure element provider 208 has already been personalized via a TSM ora trusted

third party (e.g., a financial institution 212).

[0039] Once an application (e.g., a Smart Bill Payment application in the device

110 or a Smart Bill Payment applet in the POS device 106 of FIG. 1A)is installed in an

NFC device, the next step is to provision the application with the secure element

therein. An application provisioning process can be started in several ways. One of the

waysis that an SE holder selects an application from a TSM portal on the mobile

14
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device and initiates the provisioning process. Another oneis that the SE holder

receives an application provisioning notification on the mobile device from the TSM on

behalf of an application (service) provider.

[0040] The TSM or application providers can publish their applications on a

TSM portal to be downloaded to a mobile device with the SE and/or subscribed at a

request of a user(a.k.a., an SE holder). In one embodiment, the TSM is a cloud

service to serve many SEissuers. Thus, many applications from various service

providers are available on the TSM portal. However, when getting onto the TSM portal,

SE holders can only see those applications approved byits own SE issuer. Depending

on the arrangement between an SE anda service provider, an application can either

be downloaded/installed/personalized using the ISD keysetof the SE or a specific

SSD keysetof the service provider. If an SSD keyset has not beeninstalled on the SE,

it can be installed during an application installation.

[0041] The TSM is designed to know the memory state or status of an SE for

various SSDs. Based on the state of the SE and the memory allocation policy of the

SSDs, the available applications for the various SSDin the application store may be

markedwith different indicators, for example, “OK to install”, or “Insufficient memory to

install”. This will prevent unnecessaryfailure for users.

[0042] Once an application is installed on an NFC device, the application

initiates a provisioning processbyitself, or the TSM can push a provisioning

notification to the NFC device via a cellular network or a wireless data network.

Depending on the type of the devices, there are manydifferent types of push

messagesto cause the NFC deviceto initial the provision process. An example of the

push methodsincludes an SMSpushor an Android Google Push. Once a user

accepts the notification, the provisioning process starts. The details of the provisioning

processwill be described below whenever deemed appropriate.

[0043] Aspart of the application provisioning, a TSM server implements some

protective mechanism. Oneis to prevent an SE from being accidentally locked.

Anotheris to disable application downloadif there is no sufficient memory on SE. In

some cases, an SE may permanently lockitself if there are too manyfailed mutual
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authentications during secure channel establishment. In order to prevent the SE from

being accidentally locked, the TSM keepsthe track of the numberoffailed

authentications between an SE and the TSM whenestablishing a secured channel

betweenthe twoentities. In one embodiment, the TSM is configured to reject any

further requestif a preset limit is reached. The TSM can continueto process the SE

requestif the SEis reset at the service center manually.

[0044] The TSM also keeps track of the memory usage of each SE. The TSM

decides whether an application can be installed on an SE based on the memory

allocation assigned by the SE issuer to each service provider. According one

embodiment, there are three typesofpolicies:

e pre-assigned fixed memory to guarantee a spaceoffixed capacity.

e® pre-assigned minimum memory to guarantee a space of a minimum capacity

(implying that the capacity may be expanded under someconditions).

e best efforts (e.g., a contractual provision which requires the SE issuerto useits

highest efforts to perform its obligations and to maximize the benefits to be

received by the user).

[0045] According to one embodiment, an SE issuer uses a TSM webportal to

make this assignment.

1. For a batch of SE, the SE issuer can pre-assign a memory policy for a service

providerto install its applications via the TSM webportal;

2. The TSM serververifies whether the space of the respective service provider

conformsto its policy when a mobile device requeststo install one ofits

applications. If not conformed, this request is rejected, otherwise, the TSM

serverwill proceed to handle the provisioning request;

3. If the provisioning succeeds, the TSM will accumulate the memorysize ofthis

application service.

[0046] When a mobile user subscribes to a mobile application (assuming it has

beeninstalled), the application has to be provisioned with the SE in the mobile device

before it can be used. According to one embodiment, the provisioning process

includes four major stages:

16
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e tocreate an supplemental security domain (SSD) on the SE,if needed;

e to download andinstall an application cap on the SE;

e to personalize the application on the SE; and

e to download a Ul component on mobile phone.

[0047] FIG. 2B showsa flowchart or process 220 of provisioning one or more

applications according to one embodiment. The process 220 may be implemented in

software or a combination of software and hardware. In one embodiment, the

application provisioning process 220 needs to go through a provisioning manager(i.e.,

proxy) on the mobile phoneto interact with the SE therein.

[0048] As shownin FIG. 2B, at 222, the application provisioning process 220

may be started manually or automatically. For example, a user mayinitiate the

process 220 by selecting an installed application to subscribe related services or the

installed application, when activated, initiates the provisioning process, provided it has

not been provisioned. In another embodiment, a provider of an application pushes a

message (e.g., SMS) to the mobile phoneto initiate the provisioning process.

[0049] As shownin FIG. 2B, at 222, the application provisioning process 220

may be started manually or automatically. For example, a user mayinitiate the

process 220 by selecting an installed application to subscribe related services or the

installed application, when activated, initiates the provisioning process, provided it has

not been provisioned. In another embodiment, a provider of an application pushes a

message (e.g., SMS) to the mobile phoneto initiate the provisioning process.

[0050] In any case, the process 220 goes to 224 to establish a communication

with a dedicated server (e.g., a TSM serveror a server operated by an application

distributor) after the device information (e.g., CPLC) is retrieved from the SE in the

mobile device. The device information along with an identifier identifying the

application is transmitted to the server at 226. Based on the device information, the

serveridentifies the issuer for the SEfirst at 228 to determine if the SE has been

personalized at 230. If the SE has not been personalized, the process 220 goes to 232

to personalize the SE.

17
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[0051] It is now assumedthat the SE in the mobile device has been

personalized. The process 220 now goes to 234 to establish a secure channel with the

SE using the derived ISD. Depending on who houses the HSM (TSMor SE issuer) for

the ISD, the serverwill contact the HSM to compute the derived ISD for the SE and

establish a secure channel with the SE using this derived ISD. The serveris then

configured to check to see whetherthere is an SSD associated with this application at

236. If there is not an SSD associated with the application, the server is configured to

check a database to see whetherit has beeninstalled with this SE. If the SSD

installation is needed, then the process 220 goesto install the SSD. In one

embodiment, the useris alerted of the installation of the SSD (keys). Should the user

refuse to install the SSD at 238, the process 220 stops and goes to 222 to restart the

provisioning process 220.

[0052] It is now assumedthat the processofinstalling the SSD proceedsat

240. Installing the SSD is similar to installing the ISD. The TSM serveris configured to

contact the HSM that houses the SSD master key to compute the derived SSD key set

for the SE. The master SSD keyset can be either in the TSM orwith the service

provideror the SE issuer, largely depending on how the arrangement is made with all

parties involved.

[0053] To download/install the application to the SE, the serveris configured to

establish a secure channel with the SE using this derived SSD at 242. In one

embodiment, this is similar to how the ISD-based secure channel is established. At

244, the data for the application is prepared, the detail of which will be further

discussed below. According to one embodiment, the serveris configured to contact

the service provider to prepare asset of APDUs, such as STORE DATA APDUs,

where ADPUstandsfor Application Protocol Data Unit. Depending on an application

installed in a mobile device, the server may be causedto repeatedly issue STORE

DATAto personalize the application with the SE. Additional data including an

appropriate interface (e.g., a user interface of the application per the mobile device)

may be downloadedprovided that the provisioning process is successfully done. At

246, the serverwill notify the application provider the status of the application that has

been provisioned. According to one embodiment and the above description, FIG. 2C

18
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showsa data flow 250illustrating various interactions among different parties when an

application is being provisioned in one embodiment.

[0054] As shownin 244 of FIG. 2B, one of the important functionsin

provisioning an application is to prepare customized application data for the targeted

SE. For example, for an e-purse application, the personalized data for the application

includes various personalized transaction keys generated based on the device

information (e.g., CPLC info) of the SE. Fortransit e-purse, part of the personalized

data includes the Mifare access keys derived from an identifier (ID) of the Mifare card,

the serveris configured to personalize both Java Card applications and Mifare4Mobile

service objects. In general, there are at least two different ways to prepare the data to

facilitate subsequenttransactions.

[0055] For data preparation, one embodiment of the present invention supports

two operation modesto interact with service providers for computing the personalized

application data. Forthe first mode, a TSM server does not havedirect accessto the

HSM associated with a service provider. The service provider may have a server

interacting with its HSM to generate the application keys (e.g., Transit, e-purse, or

Mifare Key). The TSM data preparation implementation is to make use of application

program interfaces (API) or a protocol provided by the server to request for derived

application keys. The second modeis that data preparation implementation can

directly access the HSM associated with the service provider to generate the

application keys.

[0056] According to one embodiment, FIG. 2D shows a data flow 255 among

different entities when preparing the application data in provisioning an application.

FIG. 2D is provided to showthefirst mode in which a TSM server does not have direct

access to the HSM associated with a service provide. The second mode hasa similar

flow exceptthat the application data preparation implementation will interact directly

with the HSM of a service provider.

[0057] Besides supporting a provisioning process, one embodiment of the

presentinvention also supports the life cycle management of an SE. The life cycle

managementincludes, but may not be limited to, SE lock, SE unlock, Application

19
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Delete (disabling). The initiation of these activities may be through a TSM push

notification. In actual use of mobile devices, FIG. 2E shows a flowchart or process 260

of locking an installed application. An NFC device may have beeninstalled with a

numberof applications in connection with or running on top of the secured element

therein. For some reason (e.g., no activity for a prolonged period or expiration), an

application needs to be disabled or locked byits distributor or provider.

[0058] FIG. 2E shows an operation or process 260 to disable an installed

application. The process 260is initiated at 262. In one embodiment, the process 260 is

initiated by an operator manually via a TSM webportal. In another embodiment, the

process 260 is automatically initiated by a service provider internal workflow (é.g.,

using TSM webservice API). Once the process 260is initiated, a message is pushed

to an NFC device (e.g., within a mobile device) in which an application is to be

disabled. Depending on application, such a message may comein different forms. In

one embodiment, the message is a PUSH command. In another embodiment, the

message is a TCP/IP request delivered to the device via a network. The message may

be sent from a server(e.g., a TSM server) at 264. Depending on implementation, such

a message mayincludeanidentifier identifying an application to be locked or disabled.

Upon receiving such a message, a card managerproxy on the device is caused to

verify whether such a messageis indeed from its original distributor or provider by

returning a messageat 266. According to one embodiment, the messageis sent to the

TSM serverfor verification. If the verification fails, namely there is no

acknowledgementto such an inquiry, the process 260 is abandoned.

[0059] It is now assumedthat the verification is successful, namely the inquiry

from the device to a provider of the application returns an acknowledgementthat the

original request is authenticated. In general, such an acknowledgementincludes an

identifier confirming the application to be locked at 268. The TSM serveris configured

to establish a secure channel with the SE as described previously. Then, the TSM

serveris to prepare appropriate APDUs (such as SET STATUS,or/and DELETE)for

the SE for execution via the card managerproxy.
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[0060] In any case, in responding to the command, the SE proceeds bylocking

the application at 272. According to one embodiment, the SE is caused to disassociate

with the application, thus making the installed application no longer usable with the

SE. At 274, the SE is configured to send out an acknowledgementto notify related

parties that this application is no longer operating in the device. In one embodiment,

the acknowledgementis sent over to the TSM server wherethere is a database

recording what applications have beeninstalled in what device, and a corresponding

status of each. The database is updated with the acknowledgementfrom the SE.

[0061] FIG. 2E shows a flowchart or processfor disabling or locking an installed

application. It is known to those skilled in the art that other operations, such as

unlocking or enabling an installed application, extending expiration of an installed

application, are similar to the one shownin FIG. 2E, and thusthe flowcharts thereof

are not provided herein.

[0062] Referring now to FIG. 2F, there shows an exemplary architecture

diagram 280 of a portable device enabled as an electronic wallet or e-purse to

facilitate e-commerce and m-commerce, according to one embodimentof the present

invention. The diagram 280includesa cell phone 282 embedded with a smart card

module. An example of such a cell phone is a near field communication (NFC) enabled

cellphonethat includes a Smart MX (SMX) module. Not separately shown, there is an

SE that has already personalized according to the process discussed above. An

application to enable the device as e-purse has also beeninstalled. Unless explicitly

stated, the following description will not call out which part is performing the function of

a secure elementand whichpart is performing as an application. Those skilled in the

art shall appreciate the proper parts or functions being performed given the detailed

description herein.

[0063] The SMX is pre-loaded with a Mifare emulator 288 (which is a single

functional card) for storing values. The portable phone is equipped with a contactless

interface (e.g., ISO 14443 RFID) that allows the portable phone to act as a tag. In one

embodiment, the SMX is a JavaCard that can run Java applets. The e-purse

application is configured to be able to access the Mifare data structures with
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appropriate transformed passwords based on the access keys created whenthe SEis

personalized.

[0064] In the portable phone 282, an e-purse manager MIDlet 204 is provided.

For m-commerce, the MIDlet 284 acts as an agentto facilitate communications

between an e-purse applet 286 and one or more payment network and servers 290 to

conduct transactions therebetween. As used herein, a MIDlet is a software component

suitable for being executed on a portable device. The e-purse manager MIDlet 284 is

implemented as a “MIDlet” on a Java cell phone, or an “executable application” on a

PDA device. One of the functions of the e-purse manager MIDlet 284 is to connect to a

wireless network and communicate with an e-purse applet which can reside on either

the same device or an external smart card. In addition, it is configured to provide

administrative functions such as changing a PIN, viewing an e-purse balance and a

transaction history log. In one application in which a card issuer provides a SAM 292

that is used to enable and authenticate any transactions between a card anda

corresponding server (also referred to as a payment server). As shownin FIG. 2F,

APDU commandsare constructed by the servers 290 having access to a SAM 292,

where the APDUis a communication unit between a reader and a card. The structure

of an APDUis defined by the ISO 7816 standards in one embodiment. Typically, an

APDU commandis embedded in network messages and delivered to the server 290 or

the e-purse applet 286 for processing.

[0065] For e-commerce, a web agent 294 on a computer(not shown)is

responsible for interacting with a contactless reader (e.g., an ISO 14443 RFID reader)

and the networkserver 290. In operation, the agent 294 sends the APDU commands

or receives responsesthereto through the contactless reader 296 to/from the e-purse

applet 286 residing in the cell phone 282. On the other hand, the agent 294 composes

network requests (such as HTTP) and receives responsesthereto from the payment

server 280.

[0066] To personalize or provision the portable phone 282, FIG. 3A shows a

block diagram 300 of related modules interacting with each other to achieve whatis

referred to herein as e-purse personalization (or provisioning) by an authorized
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person. FIG. 3B shows a block diagram 320 of related modules interacting with each

other to achieve whatis referred to herein as e-purse personalization by a userof the

e-purse as shownin FIG. 2F.

[0100] FIG. 3C showsa flowchart or process 350 of personalizing an e-purse

applet according to one embodimentof the present invention. FIG. 3C is suggested to

be understood in conjunction with FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B. The process 350 may be

implemented in software, hardware or a combination of both.

[0101] As described above, an e-purse manageris built on top of the already-

personalized SE to provide a security mechanism necessary to personalize the e-

purse applet designed therefor. In operation, a security domain is used for establishing

a secured channel between a personalization application server and the e-purse

applet. According to one embodiment, the essential data to be personalized into the e-

purse applet include one or more operation keys (e.g., a load or top-up key and a

purchase key), default PINs, administration keys (e.g., an unblock PIN key and a

reload PIN key), and passwords (e.g., from Mifare).

[0102] It is assumedthat a user desires to personalize an e-purse applet embeddedin

a portable device (e.g., a cell phone). At 352 of FIG. 3C, a personalization processis

initiated. Depending on implementation, the personalization process may be

implemented in a module in the portable device and activated manually or

automatically, or a physical processinitiated by an authorized person (typically

associated with a card issuer). As shownin FIG. 3A, an authorized personal initiates a

personalization process 304 to personalize the e-purse applet for a user thereof via an

existing new e-purse SAM 306 and an existing SAM 308 with the contactless reader

310 as the interface. The card manager 311 performs at least two functions: 1)

establishing a security channel, via a security domain, to install and personalize an

external application (e.g., e-purse applet) in the card personalization; and 2) creating

security means(e.g., PINs) to protect the application during subsequent operations.

As a result of the personalization process using the personalization application server

304, the e-purse applet 312 and the emulator 314 are personalized.
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[0103] Similarly, as shown in FIG. 3B, a user of an e-purse desirestoinitiate a

personalization process to personalize the e-purse applet wirelessly (e.g., via the m-

commercepath of FIG. 2). Different from FIG. 3A, FIG. 3B allows the personalization

processto be activated manually or automatically. For example, there is a mechanism

on a cell phonethat, if pressed, activates the personalization process. Alternatively, a

status of “non-personalized” may promptto the userto start the personalization

process. As described above, a MIDlet 322 (i.e., a provisioning manageror a service

manager) in a portable device acts as an agentto facilitate the communication

between a payment server 324 and the e-purse applet 312 as well as the emulator

314, wherein the payment server 324 has the accessto the existing new e-purse SAM

306 and an existing SAM 308. As a result of the personalization process, the e-purse

applet 312 and the emulator 314 are personalized.

[0104] Referring now backto FIG. 3C, after the personalization processis started, in

view of FIG. 3A, the contactless reader 310 is activated to read the tag ID (i.e., RFID

tag ID) and essential data from a smart card in the device at 354. With an application

security domain (e.g., a default security setting by a card issuer), a security channel is

then established at 356 between a new e-purse SAM(e.g., the SAM 306 of FIG. 3A)

and an e-purse applet (e.g., the e-purse applet 312 of FIG. 3A) in the portable device.

[0105] Each application security domain key set includes at least three (3) DES keys.

For example:

Key1: 255/1/DES-ECB/404142434445464748494a4b4c4d4e4f

Key2: 255/2/DES-ECB/404142434445464748494a4b4c4d4e4f

Key3: 255/3/DES-ECB/404142434445464748494a4b4c4d4e4f

A security domain is used to generate session keys for a secured session

betweentwoentities, such as the card manager applet and a host application, in which

case the host application may be either a desktop personalization application or a

networked personalization service provided by a backend server.

[0106] A default application domain can beinstalled by a card issuer and assigned to

various application/service providers. The respective application owner can change

the value of the key sets before the personalization process(orat the initial of the
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process). Then the application can use the newsetto create a security channelfor

performing the personalization process.

[0107] With the security channel is established using the application provider's

application security domain, thefirst set of data can be personalized to the e-purse

applet. The secondset of data can also be personalized with the same channel, too.

However,if the data are in separate SAM, then a new security channel with the same

key set (or different key sets) can be used to personalize the second setof data.

[0108] Via the new e-purse SAM 306, a set of e-purse operation keys and PINs

are generated for data transactions between the new e-purse SAM and the e-purse

applet to essentially personalize the e-purse applet at 358.

[0109] A second security channel is then established at 360 between an

existing SAM (e.g., the SAM 308 of FIG, 3A) and the e-purse applet (e.g., the e-purse

applet 312 of FIG, 3A) in the portable device. At 362, a set of transformed keysis

generated using the existing SAM andthe tag ID. The generated keys are stored in

the emulator for subsequent data access authentication. At 358, a set of MF

passwords is generated using the existing SAM and the tag ID, then is stored into the

e-purse applet for future data access authentication. After it is done, the e-purse

including the e-purse applet and the corresponding emulatoris set to a state of

“personalized”.

[0110] FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B show together a flowchart or process 400 of

financing or funding an e-purse according to one embodimentof the present invention.

The process 400 is conducted via the m-commercepath of FIG. 2. To better

understand the process 400, FIG. 4C shows an exemplary block diagram 450 of

related blocks interacting with each other to achieve the process 400. Depending on

an actual application of the present invention, the process 400 may be implementedin

software, hardware or a combination of both.

[0111] A useris assumed to have obtained a portable device (e.g., a cell phone)

that is configured to include an e-purse. The user desires to fund the e-purse from an

account associated with a bank. At 402, the user enters a set of personal identification

numbers (PIN). Assuming the PIN is valid, an e-purse mangerin the portable device is

25
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activated and initiates a request (also referred to an over-the-air (OTA) top-up request)

at 404. The MlDlet in the portable device sends a request to the e-purse applet at 406,

whichis illustrated in FIG. 4C where the e-purse manager MIDlet 434 communicates

with the e-purse applet 436.

[0112] At 408, the e-purse applet composes a response in responding to the

request from the MIDlet. Upon receiving the response, the MIDlet sends the response

to a payment network and serverovera cellular communications network. As shown in

FIG. 4C, the e-purse manager MIDlet 434 communicates with the e-purse applet 436

for a responsethatis then sent to the payment network and server 440. At 410, the

process 400 needsto verify the validity of the response. If the response cannot be

verified, the process 400 stops. If the response can be verified, the process 400

moves to 412 where a corresponding accountat a bank is verified. If the account does

exist, a fund transfer requestis initiated. At 414, the bank receives the request and

responds to the request by returning a response. In general, the messages exchanged

between the payment network and server and the bank are compliant with a network

protocol (e.g., HTTP for the Internet).

[0113] At 416, the response from the bank is transported to the payment

network and server. The MlDlet strips and extracts the APDU commandsfrom the

response and forwards the commandsto the e-purse applet at 418. The e-purse

applet verifies the commandsat 420 and, provided they are authorized, sends the

commands to the emulator at 420 and, meanwhile updating a transaction log. At 422,

a ticket is generated to formulate a response (e.g., in APDU format) for the payment

server. As a result, the payment server is updated with a successful status message

for the MIDlet, where the APDU responseis retained for subsequentverification at

424.

[0114] As shownin FIG. 4C, the payment network and server 440 receives a

response from the e-purse manager MIDlet 434 and verifies that the responseis from

an authorized e-purse applet 436 originally issued therefrom with a SAM 444. After the

responseis verified, the payment network and server 440 sends a request to the

financing bank 442 with which the user 432 is assumed to maintain an account. The
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bank will verify the request, authorize the request, and return an authorization number

in some pre-arranged message format. Upon receiving the response from the bank

442, the payment server 440 will either reject the request or accept the request by

forming a network response sentto the MIDlet 434.

[0115] The e-purse manager434 verifies the authenticity (e.g., in APDU format)

and sends commandsto the emulator 438 and updatesthe transaction logs. By now,

the e-purse applet 436 finishes the necessary steps and returns a responseto the

MIDlet 434 that forwards an (APDU) responsein a network request to the payment

server 440.

[0116] Although the process 400 is described as funding the e-purse. Those

skilled in the art can appreciate that the process of making purchasing over a network

with the e-purse is substantially similar to the process 400, accordingly no separate

discussion on the process of making purchasing is provided.

[0117] Referring to FIG. 5A, there is showna first exemplary architecture 500 of

enabling a portable device 530 for e-commerce and m-commerceovera cellular

communications network 520 (e.g., a GPRS network) in accordance with one

embodiment of the present invention. The portable device 530 comprises a baseband

524 and a secured element 529 (e.g., a smart card). One example of such portable

device is a Near Field Communication (NFC) enabled portable device (e.g., a cell

mobile phone or a PDA). The baseband 524 providesan electronic platform or

environment(e.g., a Java Micro Edition (JME), or Mobile Information Device Profile

(MIDP)), on which an application MIDlet 523 and a service manager 522 can be

executed or run. The secured element 529 contains a global platform (GP) card

manager 526, an emulator 528 and other components such as PIN manager(not

shown), wherein the global platform is an independent, not-for-profit organization

concerned with a standardizedinfrastructure for development, deployment and

managementof smart cards.

[0118] To enable the portable device 530 to conduct e-commerce and m-

commerce, one or more services/applications need to be pre-installed and pre-

configured thereon. An instance of a service manager 522 (e.g., a MIDlet with GUI)
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needsto be activated. In one embodiment, the service manager 522 is downloaded

and installed. In another embodiment, the service manager 522 is preloaded. In any

case, once the service manager522is activated, a list of directories for various

services is shown. The itemsin the list may be related to the subscription by a user,

and mayalsoinclude items in promotion independent of the subscription by the user.

Thedirectory list may be received from a directory repository 502 of a directory server

512. The directory server 512 acts as a central hub (i.e., yellow page functions)for

different service providers (e.g., an installation server, a personalization server) that

may chooseto offer products and/or services to subscribers. The yellow page

functions of the directory server 512 may include service plan information (é.g., service

charge, start date, end date, etc.), installation, personalization and/or MIDlet download

locations (e.g., Internet addresses). The installation and personalization may be

provided by two different business entities. For example, the installation is provided by

an issuer of a secured element 529, while the personalization may be provided by a

service provider whoholds application transaction keys for a particular application.

[0119] According to one embodiment, the service manager522 is configured to

connect to one or more servers 514 (e.g., a TSM server) from a service provider(s)

overthe cellular communications network 520. It is assumed that the user has chosen

one of the applications from the displayed directory. A secured channel 518 is

established between the one or more servers 514 and the GP manager526 to

install/download an application applet 527 selected by the user and then to

personalize the application applet 527 and optionally emulator 528, and finally to

download an application MIDlet 523. The applet repository 504 and MIDlet repository

506 are the sources of generic application applets and application MlDlets,

respectively. GP SAM 516 and application SAM 517 are used for creating the secured

channel 518 for the personalization operations.

[0120] FIG. 5B is a diagram showing a second exemplary architecture 540 of

enabling a portable device 530 for e-commerce and m-commerceovera public

network 521, according to another embodiment of the present invention. Most of the

components of the second architecture 540 are substantially similar to those ofthe first

architecture 500 of FIG. 5A. While the first architecture 500 is based on operations
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over a cellular communications network 520, the public network 521 (e.g., Internet)is

used in the second architecture 540. The public network 521 may include a local area

network (LAN), a wide area network (WAN), a Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11) wireless link, a Wi-

Max (IEEE 802.16) wireless link, etc. In order to conduct service operations over the

public network 521, an instance of the service manager 532(i.e., same or similar

functionality of the service manager MIDlet 522)is installed on a computer 538, which

is coupled to the public network 521. The computer 538 may be a desktop personal

computer (PC), a laptop PC, or other computing devices that can execute the instance

of the service manager 532 and be connected to the public network 521. The

connection between the computer 538 and the portable device 530 is through a

contactless reader 534. The service manager 532 acts as an agentto facilitate the

installation and personalization between one or more servers 514 of a service provider

and a GP card manager526 via a secured channel 519.

[0121] FIG. 5C is a flowchartillustrating a process 550 of enabling a portable

device for e-commerce and m-commerce functionalities in accordance with one

embodiment of the present invention. The process 550 may be implemented in

software, hardware or a combination of both depending on implementation. To better

understand the process 500, previous figures especially FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B are

referred to in the following description.

[0122] Before the process 550 starts, an instance of a service manager 522 or

532 has been downloadedorpre-installed on either the portable device 530 or a

computer 538. At 552, the service manageris activated and sends a service request

to the server 514 at a service provider. Next after the authentication of a user and the

portable device has been verified, at 554, the process 550 providesa directory list of

services/applications based on subscription of the user of the portable device 530. For

example, the list may contain a mobile POS application, an e-purse application, an e-

ticketing application, and other commercially offered services. Then one of the

services/applications is chosen from the directory list. For example, an e-purse or a

mobile-POS may be chosen to configure the portable device 530. Respondingto the

user selection, the process 550 downloads andinstalls the selected

services/applications at 556. For example, e-purse applet(i.e., application applet 527)
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is downloaded from the applet repository 504 and installed onto a secured element

529. The path for downloading orinstallation may be either via a secured channel

518 or 519. At 558, the process 550 personalizes the downloaded application applet

and the emulator 528 if needed. Some of the downloaded application applets do not

need to be personalized and some do. In one embodiment, a mobile POS application

applet (“POS SAM”) needs to be personalized, and the following information or data

array has to be provided:

a unique SAM ID based onthe unique identifier of the underlying secured

element;

a set of debit master keys;

a transformed message encryption key;

a transformed message authentication key;

a maximum length of remark for each offline transaction;

a transformed batch transaction key; and

a GP PIN.

[0123] In another embodiment, personalization of an e-purse applet for a single

functional card not only needs to configure specific data (i.e., PINs, transformed keys,

start date, end date, etc.) onto the e-purse, but also needs to configure the emulator to

be operable in an open system. Finally, at 560, the process 550 downloads and

optionally launches the application MIDlet 523. Some of the personalized data from

the application applet may be accessed and displayed or provided from the user. The

process 550 ends whenall of the componentsof services/applications have been

installed, personalized and downloaded.

[0124] According to one embodiment, an exemplary process of enabling a

portable device 530 as a mobile POSis listed as follows:

connecting to an installation server(i.e., one of the service provider server 514) to

request the serverto establish a first security channel (e.g., the secured

channel 518) from an issuer domain (i.¢., applet repository 504) to the GP card

manager526residing in a secured element 529;

receiving one or more network messagesincluding APDU requeststhat envelop a

POS SAM applet (e.g., a Java Cap file from the applet repository 504);

30
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extracting the APDU requests from the received network messages;

sending the extracted APDU requests to the GP card manager526in a correct

orderfor installation of the POS SAM(i.e., application applet 527) onto the

secured element 529;

connecting to a personalization server(i.e., one of the service provider servers

514) for a second security channel (may or may not be the secured channel

518 depending on the server and/or the path) between the personalization

server and the newly downloadedapplet(i.e., POS SAM);

receiving one or more network messages for one or more separated ‘STORE

DATA APDU’; and

extracting and sending the ‘STORE DATA APDU’ to personalize POS SAM; and

downloading and launching POS manager(i.¢., application MIDlet 523).

[0125] Referring to FIG. 6A, there is shown an exemplary architecture 600,in

which a portable device 630 is enabled as a mobile POSto conduct e-commerce and

m-commerce, according to one embodiment of the present invention. The portable

device 630 comprises a baseband 624 and a secured element 629. A POS manager

623 is downloaded and installed in the baseband 623 and a POS SAM628isinstalled

and personalized in the secured element 629 to enable the portable device 630 to act

as a mobile POS. Then a real time transaction 639 can be conducted between the

mobile POS enabled portable device 630 and an e-token enabled device 636 (e.g., a

single functional card or a portable device enabled with an e-purse). The e-token may

represent e-money, e-coupon, e-ticket, e-voucheror any other forms of payment

tokens in a device.

[0126] The real time transaction 639 can be conducted offline (i.e., without the

portable device connecting to a backend POStransaction server 613). However, the

portable device 630 may connect to the backend POStransaction servers 613 over

the cellular network 520 in certain instances, for example, the amount of the

transaction is over a pre-defined threshold orlimit, the e-token enabled device 636

needsa top-uporvirtual top-up, transactional upload (single or in batch).

31
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[0127] Records of accumulated offline transactions need to be uploadedto the

backend POStransaction server 613 for settlement. The upload operations are

conducted with the portable device 630 connecting to the POS transaction server 613

via a secured channel 618. Similar to the installation and personalization procedures,

the upload operations can be conducted in twodifferent routes: the cellular

communications network 520; or the public network 521. Thefirst route has been

described andillustrated in FIG. 6A.

[0128] The second route is illustrated in FIG. 6B showing an exemplary

architecture 640, in which a portable device 630 is enabled as a mobile POS

conducting a transaction upload in batch operation over a public network 521,

according to an embodimentof the present invention. Recordsofoffline transactions

in the mobile POS are generally kept and accumulated in a transaction log in the POS

SAM 628. The transaction log are read by a contactless reader 634 into a POS agent

633 installed on a computer 638. The POS agent 633 then connects to a POS

transaction server 613 over the public network 521 via a secured channel 619. Each

of the upload operations is marked as a different batch, which includes one or more

transaction records. Data communication between the POS SAM 628, the contactless

reader 634 and the POS agent 632 in APDU containing the transaction records.

Network messagesthat envelop the APDU(e.g., HTTP) are used between the POS

agent 632 and the POStransaction server 613.

[0129] In one embodiment, an exemplary batch upload process from the POS

manager 623 or the POS agent 633 includes:

sending a request to the POS SAM 628toinitiate a batch upload operation;

retrieving accumulated transaction records in form of APDU commandsfrom a

marked “batch” or “group” in the POS SAM 628 when the POS SAM 628

accepts the batch upload request;

forming one or more network messagescontaining the retrieved APDU commands;

sending the one or more network messagesto the POS transaction server 613 via

a secured channel 619;

receiving a acknowledgementsignature from the POStransaction server 613;

32
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forwarding the acknowledgement signature in form APDU to the POS SAM 628 for

verification and then deletion of the confirmed uploaded transaction records;

and

repeating the step b) to stepf) if there are additional un-uploaded transaction

recordsstill in the same “batch” or “group”.

[0130] Referring to FIG. 6C, there is showna flowchartillustrating a process

650 of conducting m-commerce using the portable device 630 enabled to act as a

mobile POS with an e-token enabled device 636 as a single functional card in

accordance with one embodimentof the present invention. The process 650, whichis

preferably understood in conjunction with the previous figures especially FIG. 6A and

FIG. 6B, may be implemented in software, hardware or a combination of both.

[0131] The process 650 (e.g., a process performed by the POS manager623of

FIG. 6A) starts when a holderof an e-token enabled device (e.g., a Mifare card or an

e-purse enabled cell phone emulating single functional card) desires to make a

purchase ororder a service with the mobile POS(i.e., the portable device 630). At

652, the portable device 630 retrieving an e-token(e.g., tag ID of Mifare card) by

reading the e-token enabled device. Next, the process 650 verifies whether the

retrieved e-token is valid at 654. If the e-token enabled device 636 of FIG. 6A is a

single functional card (e.g., Mifare), the verification procedure performed by the POS

manager 623 includes: i) reading the card identity (ID) of the card stored on an area

that is unprotected or protected by a well-known key;ii) sending an APDU request

containing the card ID to the POS SAM 628; iii) and receiving one or more transformed

keys (e.g., for transaction counter, an issuer data, etc.) generated by the POS SAM

628. If the one or morereceived transformed keysare notvalid, that is, the retrieved e-

token being not valid, then the process 650 ends. Otherwise, the process 650

following the “yes” branch to 656, in which it is determined whether there is enough

balancein the retrieved e-token to cover the cost of the current transaction. Ifthe

result is “no” at 656, the process 650 mayoptionally offer the holder to top-up (i.e.,

load, fund, finance) the e-token at 657. If “no”, the process 650 ends. Otherwiseif the

holder agreesto a real time top-up of the e-token enabled device, the process 650

performseither a top-up or a virtual top-up operation at 658. Then the process 650

33
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goes back to 656. Whereas there is enough balancein the e-token, the process 650

deducts or debits the purchase amountfrom the e-token of the e-token enabled device

636 at 660. In the single functional card case, the one or more transformed keys are

used to authorize the deduction. Finally at 662, records of one or more offline

transactions accumulated in the POS SAM 628 are uploaded to the POStransaction

server 613 for settlement. The upload operations may be conducted for each

transaction or in batch overeither the cellular communications network 520 or the

public domain network 521.

[0132] The top-up operations have been described and shownin the process

400 of FIG. 4A. A virtual top-up operation is a special operation of the top-up

operation and typically is used to credit an e-token by a sponsor or donor. To enable a

virtual top-up operation, the sponsor needsto set up an accountthat ties to an e-token

enabled device (e.g., a single functional card, a multi-functional card, an e-token

enable cell phone,etc.). For example, an online accountis offered by a commercial

entity (e.g., business, bank, etc.). Once the sponsor has funded the e-token to the

online account, the holder of the e-token enabled device is able to receive an e-token

from the online account when connecting to the mobile POS. Various security

measures are implemented to ensure the virtual top-up operation is secure and

reliable. One exemplary usage ofthe virtual top-up is that a parent(i.e., a sponsor)

can fund an e-token via an online account, whichis linked to a cell phone(i.e., an e-

token enabled device) of a child (i.e., the holder), such that the child may receive the

funded e-token while the child makes a purchase at a mobile POS. In addition to

various e-commerce and m-commercefunctionalities described herein, the POS

manager623is configured to provide various query operations, for example, a)

checking the un-batched(i.e., not uploaded) balance accumulated in the POS SAM,b)

listing the un-batched transaction log in the POS SAM, c) viewing details of a particular

transaction stored in the POS SAM, d) checking the current balance of an e-token

enabled device, e) listing a transaction log of the e-token enabled device, and f)

viewing details of a particular transaction of the e-token enabled device.

[0133] Referring to FIG. 6D, there is showna flowchartillustrating an exemplary

process 670 of conducting m-commerce using the portable device 630 enabled to act

34
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as a mobile POS with an e-token enabled device 636 as a multi-functional card in

accordance with one embodimentof the present invention. The process 670, whichis

preferably understood in conjunction with the previous figures especially FIG. 6A and

FIG. 6B, may be implemented in software, hardware or a combination of both.

[0134] The process 670 (e.g., a process performed by the POS manager623of

FIG. 6A) starts when a holderof an e-token enabled device 636 (e.g., a multi-

functional card or an e-purse enabled cell phone emulating a multi-functional card)

desires to make a purchaseororder a service with the mobile POS(i.e., the portable

device 630). At 672, the process 670 sends an initial purchase request to the e-token

enabled device 636. The purchase amountis sent along with the initial request (e.g.,

APDU commands). Next the process 670 movesto decision 674. Whenthereis not

enough balancein the e-token enabled device 636. The initial purchase requestwill

be turned down as a return message received at the POS manager 623. As a result,

the process 670 ends with the purchase request being denied. If there is enough

balance in the e-token enabled device 636, the result of the decision 674 is “yes” and

the process 670 follows the “yes” branch to 676. The received response (e.g., APDU

commands)from the e-token enabled device 636 is forwarded to the POS SAM 628.

The response comprises information such as the version of the e-token key and a

random numberto be used for establishing a secured channel between the applet

(€.g., e-purse applet) resided on the e-token enabled device 636 and the POS SAM

628 installed on the portable device 630. Then, at 678, the process 670 receives a

debit request (e.g., APDU commands) generated by the POS SAM 628in response to

the forwarded response(i.e., the response at 676). The debit request contains a

Message Authentication Code (MAC)for the applet (i.e., e-purse applet) to verify the

upcoming debit operation, which is performed in responseto the debit request sent at

680. The process 670 movesto 682 in which a confirmation message for the debit

operation is received. In the confirmation message, there are additional MACs, which

are used forverification and settlement by the POS SAM 628 and the POStransaction

server 613, respectively. Next at 684, the debit confirmation messageis forwardedto

the POS SAM 628for verification. Once the MACis verified and the purchase

transaction is recorded in the POS SAM 628, the recordedtransaction is displayed at
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686 before the process 670 ends. It is noted that the e-commercetransaction

described maybe carried outoffline or online with the POS transaction server 613.

Also whenthere is not enough balancein the e-token enabled device, a top-up or

funding operation may be performed using the process 400illustrated in FIG. 4A and

FIG. 4B.

[0135] FIG. 7 shows an exemplary configuration in which a portable device is

used for an e-ticketing application. A portable device 730 is configured to include an

e-purse 724. When an ownerorholder of the portable device 730 desires to purchase

a ticket for a particular event (e.g., a concert ticket, a ballgameticket, etc.), the owner

can use e-purse 724 to purchasea ticket through ane-ticket service provider 720.

The e-ticket service provider 720 may contact a traditional box office reservation

system 716 or an online ticketing application 710 for ticket reservation and purchase.

Then e-token (e.g., e-money) is deducted from the e-purse 724 of the portable device

730 to pay the ticket purchase to a credit/debit system 714 (e.g., a financial institute, a

bank). A SAM 718 is connected to the e-ticket service provider 720 so that the

authentication of e-purse 724 in the portable device 730 can be assured. Upon a

confirmation of the paymentis received, the e-ticket is delivered to the portable device

730 overthe air (e.g., a cellular communications network) and stored onto a secured

element 726 electronically, for example, an e-ticket code or key or password. Later

on, whenthe ownerof the portable device 730, the ticket holder, attends the particular

event, the owner needsonly to let a gate check-in reader 734 to read the stored e-

ticket code or key in the portable device 730. In one embodiment, the gate check-in

reader 734 is a contactless reader(e.g., an ISO 14443 complied proximity coupling

device). The portable device 730 is a NFC capable mobile phone.

[0136] Referring now to FIG. 8A,it shows a diagram of multiple parties involved

in a TSM operated and orchestrated by a business according to one embodiment. A

TSM operation team 802 includes an administration responsible for managing

accounts for users that have personalized their SEs via the TSM and other tasks.In

one embodiment, the TSM operation team 802 includes someone for managing the

accounts and someone for managing system resources, such as managing HSM,

creating HSM indices and GP keyset mapping. In addition, the team is responsible for
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offline importing default ISD info from one or more SE manufacturers. The team may

also include someonereferred to as a certification engineer responsible to collaborate

with service providers and the SE issuers on application approval process. The TSM

sales team 804, also referred to as business account manager, is responsible for sales

and account managementfor the vendors of the TSM. Someof the team 804 may only

work with the SE manufacturers, some may only work with SE Issuers while other may

work with more than one type of vendors. The TSM partner service team 806, also

referred to as support engineers, is responsible for providing technical support to the

vendors of the TSM, such as the SE issuers and the service providers. The TSM

partner service team 806, does notdealdirectly with mobile users but helps partners

analyze audit logs. The vendors 808include one or more of the SE Issuers, the SE

manufacturers, and the service providers. An SE issuer holds the responsibilities for

the issuance of SEs and ownsthe ISD of the SEs. Working with the TSM teams, it can

install additional SSD for service providers if needed. An SE manufacturer as the

name suggestsis responsible for manufacturing the SEs and installing a default ISD in

the SEs. It also works with the TSM teamsto provide these default ISD key sets. The

service provideris responsible for developing NFC mobile applications. Exemplary

applications from the service providers include, but may not belimited to, transit

purses, bank’s e-purses and credit cards. Smaller service providers may be those to

provide applications used as room keys.

[0137] FIG. 8B showsrelevant operations among the parties in the TSM

according to one embodiment. The description of the operations is not to be described

in detail herein to avoid obscuring the important aspect of the embodimentof the

present invention. FIG. 8C shows a work flow among multiple parties to establish

mutually agreed arrangementin an exemplary TSM. An SE issueror a service

provider asks the TSMto house its GP keyset. For the SE issuer. In one embodiment,

this GP keyset is mostlikely to be used as ISD. Forthe service provider, this keyset

will be used as SSD. The process of creating the keyset involves creating the keys in

the HSM and creates a mapping in TSM system asindicated in FIG. 8C. The effective

range of the mapping will be set to a contract expiring date. In general, an HSM key

index cannot be active for more than one mapping at the same time.
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[0138] Whenthe keyset is about to expire, a renewal may be made. The

renewalflow is similar to the creation process shownin FIG. 8C. According to one

embodiment, the TSM will send a notification to the keyset owner periodically a few

months before the keyset expires. The notification stops once the keyset owner

renewsthe contract. The keyset ownercanstart the renewal process by creating a

work request or item. A responsible TSM business account manager approves/rejects

the work item. Upon receiving the approved workitem, the TSM administration

updates the keyset expiring date according to the renewal contract.

[0139] Similarly, the keyset can be expired earlier or terminated. The terminate

flow is similar to the creation process shownin FIG. 8C. The keyset owner can request

to stop the keysetat a future date. The responsible TSM business account manager

will verify and approve/reject the request immediately. The TSM administration sets

the expiring date of the mapping to the specified date. The HSM keyindices can be

reused by the TSM for other vendors. An audit log is maintained to keep track of the

transactions.

[0140] FIG. 8D showsa data flow for an ISD mapping between an SE issuer

and the TSM. In general, the ISD mappings are managed by each SE Issuerdirectly.

An SE Issuer can create a mapping to bind an external or internal keyset to an ISD

key index. External keysets are keysets not residing in an HSM associated with aTSM

while the internal keysets are those residing in the HSM. Normally, the SE issuer

should not need to specify the default ISD as the default ISD comes from the SE

manufacturer. However, an SE Issuer has an option to overwrite this default ISD if

needed.

[0141] According to FIG. 8D, the SE Issuer creates an ISD mappingfor a card

OSto bind a keyset and an ISD key index (e.g., ranging from 1 to 127). If the keysetis

not external, the TSM will ensure that the keyset mapping with its HSM exists. In

operation, the SE issuer can directly modify or delete the ISD mapping. As described

above, an SE Manufacturer has the default ISD information for the SEsthatit

produces. The TSM provides both batch and real-time approachesfor the SE

manufacturer to share this information. Depending on the agreementwith TSM, the
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manufacturer can useeither the batch or real-time approach, which has been

described above.

[0142] For security reasons, a service provider (SP) may wantto have its own

SSD for personalizing its applications. The SSD mapping is created by an SE issuer to

bind a keyindexit assigns to the service provider to the SP keyset. FIG. 8E shows a

corresponding data flow among a server provider, an SE issuer and the TSM. Similar

to the SSD creation, a service provider may request the SE issuerto delete an SSD

mapping. The workflow is substantially similar to the SSD creation.

[0143] As described above, applications are provided by service providers to

the users. An application needs to be approved and published beforeit is available for

mobile users to subscribe and download. For example, a service provider needs to

submit an application to SE issuer and TSM for approval. In operation, a service

provider needs to submit an application to the SE issuer and TSM for approval. FIG.

8F showsa data flow for the approval of an application by an SE issuer.If a dedicated

SSDis needed, the service provider can request an SSD beforehand as described in

Section 6, or can indicate in the request. If a dedicated SSD is needed, the service

provider can request an SSD beforehand as above or can indicate in the request.

Before an approved application is available to general public yet, either the service

provideror the SE issuer can initiate the publishing process. Both parties must agree

before the application is published in the TSM for the users. Then the vendors are

notified of the date and availability of the application.

[0144] In some cases, an SE needs to be replaced. The SE replacement could

happen at a request of either a mobile userorits SE issuer. Mostly, it is to upgrade a

SE for a bigger memory for more services. The following three points should be noted:

« For those applications need to migrate their application states from the old SE,

the old SE

need to bestill accessible by the applications (via TSM).

* For those applications requiring no state migration, the TSM needs simply just

reinstall and personalize the applications.
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« However,if any applications that have states in the SE but do not support state

migration, the TSM is not able to migrate their states. For these applications,

they will be treated as the second case (namely, the applications must be

reinstalled and personalized).

[0145] FIG. 8G showsa processof replacing an SE and involves the following

stages. An SE issuer informs a TSM about

« SE issuer informs TSM about SE replacement request;

* TSM collaborates with service providers to prepare APDU commandsfor

collecting states of applications on the old SE;

* For each application, TSM executes the command(s)to retrieve application states

and lock the application;

¢ TSM informs mobile user to physically change the new SE. Mobile user may

changehis/her mindto rollback the replacement request. Norollback is possible

after this step;

* TSM will update the default ISDif it has not been done; and

* Collaborating with Service Providers, TSM will install and personalize or provision

each application. If needed, TSM will install the SSD for service providers. The

personalization data will be prepared based onthe static data in the service

provider and the dynamic application states.

[0146] Referring now to FIG. 9, it shows a snapshot of a screen display of an

accountfor a personalized SE. As shown in the menu 902, the account maintains

detailed information 904 about the SE that has been personalized. In addition, the

accountincludesa list of provisioned applications as well as security keys. Other

information such as application owners (who developed the applications), the

responsible contact at the TSM, an SE log as well as an applications log may be

maintained.

[0147] The invention is preferably implemented by software, but can also be

implemented in hardware or a combination of hardware and software. The invention

can also be embodied as computer readable code on a computer readable medium.

The computer readable medium is any data storage device that can store data which

40
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can thereafter be read by a computer system. Examples of the computer readable

medium include read-only memory, random-access memory, CD-ROMs, DVDs,

magnetic tape, optical data storage devices, and carrier waves. The computer

readable medium canalso bedistributed over network-coupled computer systems so

that the computer readable codeis stored and executedin a distributed fashion.

[0148] The present invention has been described in sufficient details with a

certain degree of particularity. It is understood to thoseskilled in the art that the

present disclosure of embodiments has been made by way of examples only and that

numerous changesin the arrangement and combination of parts may be resorted

without departing from the spirit and scopeof the invention as claimed. Accordingly,

the scope of the present invention is defined by the appended claims rather than the

foregoing description of embodiment.

4l
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Claims

We claim:

1. Amethod for mobile payment, the method comprising:

causing a mobile device to receive an electronic invoice from a point of sale (POS)

device, wherein the mobile device is a near-field communication device and

configured to execute an installed application therein to communicate with the POS

device to generate a payment request in responseto the electronic invoice;

displaying the electronic invoice on a display screen of the mobile device for a user

to verify the payment request;

processing the payment requestin the mobile device; and

notifying the user in the mobile device that a monetary transaction per the payment

request has been successfully completed with the POS device.

2. The methodas recited in claim 1, wherein the POS device includes a contactless

card loaded with the electronic invoice, and said causing a mobile device to receive

an electronic invoice from a point of sale (POS) device comprises reading the

contactless card to obtain the electronic invoice by the mobile device.

3. The method asrecited in claim 2, wherein the POS device includes a secure

element that provides security and confidentiality required to support secure data

communication between the POS device and a payment gateway.

4. The method asrecited in claim 1, wherein said displaying the electronic invoice on a

display screen of the mobile device comprises:

causing the userto verify an amountin the electronic invoice and make a change

to the amount when needed;

paying the amount with a chosen instrument, wherein the chosen instrumentis

selected from a group consisting of an electronic wallet already created in the

mobile device, a traditional credit or debit card, and an electronic transfer.
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5. The method asrecited in claim 1, wherein the POS device includes a contactless

card loaded with the electronic invoice, and said causing a mobile device to receive

an electronic invoice from a point of sale (POS) device comprises causing the

mobile device to execute an installed module upon detecting a contactless card in a

nearfield of the mobile device, wherein the installed module is configured to read off

data pertaining to the electronic bill from the contactless card.

6. The methodas recited in claim 5, wherein the data includes security information of a

registered user associated with the POS device, the security information includes an

account and bank information of the registered user, an identifier of the secure

element in the contactless card or the POS device.

7. The method asrecited in claim 6, wherein said processing the payment requestin

the mobile device:

transporting the payment request over a secured channel to a payment gateway,

where the payment gateway is configured to perform the monetary transaction

per the payment request by deducting an amount from an account owned by the

user and generatesa notification to be sent to the registered user associated

with the POS device.

8. The methodas recited in claim 7, wherein said displaying the electronic invoice on a

display screen of the mobile device comprises:

causing the userto verify an amountin the electronic invoice and make a change

to the amount when needed;

paying the amount with an electronic payment provided by an installed module in

the mobile device, wherein the installed module in the mobile device is

configured to generate a payment request including the data pertaining to the

electronic invoice to a payment gatewayfor processing.

9. The method asrecited in claim 8, wherein data exchange between the mobile device

and the payment gatewayis conductedin a secured channelestablished in
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accordancewith the security information in the data pertaining to the electronic

invoice.

10.The method asrecited in claim 9, wherein the mobile device includes a secure

elementthat provides security and confidentiality required to support secure data

communication between the mobile device and the payment gateway.

11.The method as recited in claim 9, wherein said notifying the userin the mobile

device that a monetary transaction per the payment request has been successfully

completed with the POS device comprising: sending a notification of successful

paymentto the registered userof the POS device.

12.A method for mobile payment, the method comprising:

generating an electronic invoice in a point of sale (POS) device;

transporting the electronic invoice to a mobile device by causing the mobile device to

read off data pertaining to the electronic invoice from the POS device, wherein the

mobile device is a near-field communication device and configured to execute an

installed application therein to communicate with the POS device to generate a

payment request in responseto the electronic invoice;

receiving a notification from a payment gatewaythat the electronic invoice has been

settled, wherein a userof the mobile devices verifies the electronic invoice

displayed on the mobile device and authorizes a paymentto the electronic invoice.

13.The method as recited in claim 12, wherein the POS device includes a contactless

card loaded with the electronic invoice, and the mobile device reads off a contactless

card in a nearfield of the mobile device to obtain the data pertaining to the electronic

invoice from the POS device.

14.The method asrecited in claim 13, wherein the POS device includes a secure

elementthat provides security and confidentiality required to support secure data

communication between the POS device and the payment gateway.
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15.The method as recited in claim 14, wherein the data includes security information of

a registered user associated with the POS device, the security information includes

an account and bank information of the registered user, an identifier of the secure

element in the contactless card or the POS device.

16.The method asrecited in claim 15, wherein the registered user receives a

notification that the electronic invoice has been settled via the mobile device.

17.The method asrecited in claim 12, wherein data exchange between the mobile

device and the payment gatewayis conducted in a secured channel established in

accordance with the security information in the data pertaining to the electronic

invoice.

18.A system for mobile payment, the system comprising:

a point of sale (POS) device provided to generate an electronic invoice upon

receiving an entry;

a contactless card loaded with the electronic invoice, wherein the contactless card is

placed in a nearfield of a mobile device configured to execute an installed

application therein to read off data communicate with the POS device to generate

a payment requestin responseto the electronic invoice, wherein the POS device

receives a notification from a payment gatewaythat the electronic invoice has

been settled, after a user of the mobile devicesverifies the electronic invoice

displayed on the mobile device and authorizes a paymentto the electronic invoice,

the mobile device is configured to establish a secure communication session with

the payment gateway to proceed with the paymentto the electronic invoice.

19.The system as recited in claim 18, wherein the installed application is configured to

cause the mobile device to transport the data to the payment gateway, the data

includes security information of a registered user associated with the POS device,
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the security information includes an account and bank information of the registered

user, an identifier of the secure element in the contactless card or the POS device.

20. The system as recited in claim 19, wherein the mobile device includes a secure

elementthat provides security and confidentiality required to support secure data

communication between the mobile device and the payment gateway.
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Method and apparatus for mobile payments

Abstract

Techniques for mobile devices configured to support settlement of chargesin

electronic invoices orbills are described. An NFC mobile device is used to read off

from a POS device data pertaining to the electronic invoices for payment. The data

includes the electronic invoice and other information regarding a registered userof the

POS device or an ownerthereofis. After the userverifies the amount being charged

and authorizes the payment, the NFC mobile device communicates with a payment

gateway or network for payment that is configured to proceed with the paymentin

accordance with a chosen payment methods.
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120
Merchant POS preparesan electronicbill and writes to a
smartbill applet on his contactless smart card or SE on NFC

device 122

Customerservice delivers the contactless smart bill card (or
SE) to customer

Customer with NFC deviceinstalled with a smart bill enabled

wallet application retrieves the electronic bill signed by the
smartbill applet

126

Electronic bill is displayed on the NFC device screen for

customerto verify the amount and add a tip if he wishes 128

Customer can choose a payment methodthat he has enrolled
in his wallet application to initiate the payment 130

Smartbill enabled application sends the transaction information
to the backend smartbill gateway for processing 132

Smartbill gateway verifies the electronic bill and rejects if the

payment amountis less than the billed amount. 134

Smart bill gateway uses the traditional financial payment network
flow to send payment request and get paymentresponse.It also

can use new online payment method suchas Paypal or Alipay to 136
complete transaction.

Oncethe transaction is approved or denied, the payment

authorization response will return to the payment gatewayto be 138
forwarded back to the merchant

 
FIG. 2
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300)
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